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Editor’s Note 

 
It is with great pleasure that we present to you 

this year’s edition of The Atlas Undergraduate Journal 

of World History. Since 2004 the Atlas has been pub-

lishing the outstanding and original research of UBC’s 

undergraduate history students. We believe the essays 

in this edition represent the talent, hard work, and intel-

lectual engagement of history students here at UBC. 

Selected from dozens of excellent submissions, these 

eight articles testify to the energy and creativity of 

UBC’s undergraduate history community. Read togeth-

er, they traverse temporal and geographical boundaries, 

and span locales as diverse as Sub-Saharan Africa, 

America, and Japan. 

We would like to thank all of those involved 

with this year’s Atlas. Many thanks are due to our stu-

dent editors and our faculty reviewers for their thought-

ful article reviews. Jacob Goldowitz and Sepideh 

Khazei, the Editors-in-Chief of last year’s edition, pro-

vided us with invaluable advice and guidance through-

out the process. We appreciate the efforts of all of the 

individuals who submitted papers this year, and we en-

courage interested students to do so again in coming 

years. Finally, thanks to our authors for submitting your 

excellent research for this year’s journal.   

 

We hope you enjoy this year’s edition of the Alas. 
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The Policewoman Paradox: Vancouver's 

First Policewomen 

and the Regulation of Delinquent Girls, 

1910-1930 

Anna Gooding 

 

The fact that Police Women are in this city has a 

wonderful effect on some of the juveniles [and] 

delinquent girls ...1 

 

 In 1920, Lurancy Harris used her annual report 

to applaud the excellent work that her policewomen 

were doing. Since 1912, when she was hired as one of 

the first two policewomen in Canada, Harris had been a 

visible presence in the city of Vancouver. She was 

dressed not in a police uniform but in a long skirt and 

heavy jacket as she patrolled city streets, dance halls, 

and boarding houses. Hers was the face that countless 

young women and children encountered when they 

found themselves in contact with the law. It was 

through this contact that policewomen reportedly had a 

“wonderful effect” in Vancouver.2 This article explores 

the work of Vancouver's first policewomen, their at-

tempts to regulate delinquency, and their “wonderful 

effect” on young women. 

 This article investigates the role of women in 

the police force in Vancouver during the 1910s and 

1920s. First, I explore how the work of policewomen 

was informed by maternal feminist ideas about mother-

hood and women's maternal nature. Early twentieth-

century maternal feminists argued that women were 

uniquely equipped to do certain types of police work, 

                                                        
1. L.D. Harris to Chief Constable James Ander-

son, January 1921, box 8A, Women's Division Fonds, 

Vancouver Police Museum Archive. 

2. Ibid. 
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namely regulating so-called delinquent girls. Delin-

quent girls were adolescents and young women in their 

twenties who police viewed as not behaving in gender-

appropriate ways and as a result often found themselves 

in trouble with the law. Next, I explore how police-

women attempted to counter delinquency by patrolling 

dance halls, hotels, parks, train stations, and other loca-

tions; through this, they upheld a double standard as 

they attempted to warn young women and prevent be-

haviours associated with vice, while allowing men to 

freely move around the city. Prevention was not the on-

ly task of policewomen, though. This article also ex-

plores arrests of girls and the crimes they were charged 

with, which reflected contemporary anxieties about 

young women engaging in sexually promiscuous be-

haviour. Lastly, I recognize the challenges policewom-

en faced by drawing on the case of Evelyn LeSueur, a 

policewoman whose dismissal from the Vancouver Po-

lice Department in 1921 caused a scandal. While po-

licewomen discouraged young women from frequenting 

spaces of immorality and attempted to regulate young 

women's supposedly unfeminine behaviour, at the same 

time policewomen were visible in those same spaces, 

posing a challenge to the rules of gendered space that 

they aimed to enforce. Overall, I argue that policewom-

en, empowered by contemporary ideas about maternal-

ism, sought to regulate and police young working-class 

women who rejected socially acceptable feminine be-

haviour; in doing so, policewomen challenged the very 

notions of gender and space that they sought to regu-

late. 

 

 Vancouver's First Policewomen and Maternal Fem-

inism 
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 In 1912, Vancouver became the first city in 

Canada to hire policewomen. Prior to this, both in Van-

couver and in other Canadian cities, the role of women 

in the police force was limited to acting as jail matrons 

and dealing with female prisoners. Within a few years, 

many other Canadian cities including Edmonton, Mon-

treal, Toronto, and Winnipeg, hired policewomen. 3 

Vancouver's first two policewomen, Lurancy D Harris 

and Minnie Miller, were sworn in on June 18 1912 with 

a yearly salary of $960, the lowest in the department.4 

Miller (1878-1927), who was unmarried, arrived from 

Ireland in 1909 to work as a nurse.5 Harris (1864-1947), 

a widow from Nova Scotia, had moved to Vancouver in 

1911.6 Exactly what drew Harris to the city is unclear, 

but she joined the Vancouver Police Department (VPD) 

and remained on the force for seventeen years. Miller's 

tenure was shorter; she left the VPD within a year for 

unknown reasons, but she was rehired in 1919. Harris 

and Miller could not carry firearms nor wear a police 

uniform, although they had the power to patrol and ar-

rest men and women.  

 Harris and Miller's role within the Vancouver 

Police Department was informed by the gendered ide-

ology of the era. In early twentieth-century Canada, the 

dominant discourse around women's roles emphasized 

                                                        
3. Tamara Myers, “Women Policing Women: A 

Patrol Woman in Montreal in the 1910s,” Journal of the 

Canadian Historical Association vol. 4 no. 1 (1993), 

229-245; Marilyn Corsianos, Policing and Gendered 

Justice: Examining the Possibilities (Toronto: Universi-

ty of Toronto Press, 2009), 12-14. 

4. Eve Lazarus, Sensational Vancouver (Van-

couver: Anvil Press, 2014), 23. 

5. Ibid., 23, 26-27. 

6. Ibid., 23-25. 
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maternity and motherhood. Many upper- and middle-

class Anglo-Celtic men and women believed that wom-

en were defined by their maternal nature; women were 

responsible for raising physically and morally healthy 

children.7 Furthermore, their responsibility as maternal 

forces extended beyond women's own homes to society 

in general. Many women believed, as historian Veroni-

ca Strong-Boag writes, that “'mothering' was not to be 

restricted to a single household but extended almost in-

definitely throughout society.” 8  This ideology, which 

Canadian historians later called “maternal feminism,” 

obliged women to take up the work of mothering socie-

ty, and as a result maternal feminists fought for public 

power for women, from gaining the right to vote to hav-

ing access to elected positions to playing a larger role in 

governance, including municipal law enforcement. Ma-

                                                        
7. Veronica Strong-Boag, The Parliament of 

Women: The National Council of Women of Canada 

1893-1929 (Ottawa: National Museums of Canada, 

1979); Gerald E. Thomson, “'A Baby Show Means 

Work in the Hardest Sense': The Better Baby Contests 

of the Vancouver and New Westminster Local Councils 

of Women, 1913-1929,” BC Studies, 128 (2000), 5-36. 

Also see Anna Davin, “Imperialism and Motherhood” 

in Tensions of Empire: Colonial Cultures in a Bour-

geois World, eds. Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura Sto-

ler (Berkeley: University of California, 1997), 87-151; 

Katie Pickles, Female Imperialism and National Identi-

ty: Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire (Manches-

ter: Manchester University Press, 2002). 

8. Veronica Strong-Boag, The Parliament of 

Women: The National Council of Women of Canada 

1893-1929 (Ottawa: National Museums of Canada, 

1979), 7. 
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ternal feminists thought that policewomen's gender al-

lowed them to act as agents of maternal authority and 

morality, and with that identity they could strengthen 

and complement the “incompleteness of exclusively 

male policing,” as historian Philippa Levine describes 

it. 9  Advocates carved out a space for policewomen 

within the existing system by arguing that policewomen 

contributed a new, and necessary, attitude to police 

work. The Police Department accepted this belief; an 

undated VPD job description for policewomen ex-

plained, “there is a very definite place for women in 

police work because of their natural instinct to care for, 

protect, and heal the ills of the human being and in their 

feminine outlook, which, together with the male out-

look, brings about a proper perspective and balance.”10 

With this “feminine outlook,” advocates hoped that po-

licewomen would bring a protective, nurturing, firm, 

and moral approach to their work, and with these quali-

ties they would be ideally suited to care for children, 

help girls and women, and uphold moral standards. Po-

licewomen were not merely female police officers; ma-

ternal feminists and social reformers saw them as bring-

ing an indispensable feminine perspective to an other-

wise incomplete and masculine field.  

 Policewomen's responsibilities included the care 

of neglected children and the policing of women, but 

their greatest concern was delinquency in young wom-

en. In early twentieth-century Canadian cities, concerns 

                                                        
9. Philippa Levine, “'Walking the Streets in a 

Way No Decent Woman Should': Women Police in 

World War I,” The Journal of Modern History, vol. 66 

no. 1 (1994), 72. 

10.“Vancouver Police Department: Policewom-

an,” undated, Miscellaneous – Women Fonds, Vancou-

ver Police Museum Archives. 
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about delinquency were a reaction to changing roles of 

women in cities, where urbanization and growing in-

dustrial capitalism produced new economic opportuni-

ties for women, specifically women who were young, 

single, and working-class. 11  While their mothers and 

grandmothers may have toiled on farms or in domestic 

service, young women looking for work flocked to ur-

ban centres where they encountered new opportunities 

as well as the threat of economic and sexual exploita-

tion. More than that, though, so-called working girls 

posed a threat to contemporary sensibilities because 

they expressed their independence by partaking in ur-

ban recreation and pursuing romantic relationships. As 

historians Carolyn Strange discovered in Toronto and 

Tamara Myers found in Montreal, urban space provided 

new and accessible opportunities for leisure and ex-

citement.12 Young women spent their leisure time so-

cializing with young men and each other in cafes, dance 

halls, cinemas, and on the streets. Girls' pursuit of ex-

citement and romance in the city was alarming to social 

reformers and maternal feminists, who took issue with 

                                                        
11. Tamara Myers, Caught: Montreal's Modern 

Girls and the Law, 1869-1945 (Toronto: University of 

Toronto Press, 2006); Joan Sangster, Girl Trouble: Fe-

male Delinquency in English Canada (Toronto: Be-

tween the Lines, 2002); Carolyn Strange, Toronto's Girl 

Problem: The Perils and Pleasures of the City, 1880-

1930 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995). For 

delinquency in the United States, see Mary E. Odem, 

Delinquent Daughters: Protecting and Policing Ado-

lescent Female Sexuality in the United States 1885- 

1920 (Chapel City, NC: University of North Carolina, 

1995). 

12. Myers, Caught; Strange, Toronto's Girl 

Problem. 
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what they considered a brazen expression of sexuality. 

Tamara Myers argues that “girls embodied delinquency 

in a way boys could not” because social reformers 

linked female delinquency to sexuality.13 This was es-

pecially concerning for maternal feminists who be-

lieved that if a woman's value came from her maternal 

influence, then a woman who failed to fulfil her mater-

nal duties was a problem. Many modern young women 

stayed out late, visited sites of urban recreation, and 

engaged in sexual relations outside of marriage. In 

short, they were not pursuing lives as wives and moth-

ers, and therefore represented a troubling predicament. 

These girls, on the cusp of womanhood, were at a piv-

otal moment in their lives; as Myers wrote, girls' “ma-

turing sexuality and promise of maternity were read as 

harbingers of society's destiny.”14  For maternal femi-

nists, girls embodied both potential and anxiety. The 

visibility of girls in the city added fuel to these anxieties 

and made them impossible to ignore. 

 

The Spaces of Delinquency 

 

 Vancouver's policewomen sought to protect and 

regulate delinquent young womanhood by patrolling 

public spaces. The police understood immorality as 

linked to physical spaces such as boarding houses, 

cafes, dance halls, and even city streets. Spaces that al-

lowed meetings with young men for romantic or sexual 

companionship, as well as establishments serving alco-

hol, were the most worrisome. In 1912, Mayor James 

Findlay described the work of the first policewomen: 

 

                                                        
13. Myers, Caught, 7. 

14. Myers, Caught, 7. 
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Their duties are along the lines of what the 

commissioners are doing their best to eradi-

cate, that is, the danger surrounding the mor-

al life of the young girls in Vancouver. They 

will also help the police in governing the 

rooming 

houses, apartment houses, cafes, houses of assigna-

tion and such other places where immorality is made 

possible.15 

 

As Findlay suggests, immorality was thought to be in-

trinsically linked to physical space for young women, 

most of whom were white and working-class. However, 

men receive no mention here, and indeed rarely did. 

Policewomen were not concerned about men visiting 

these spaces; these physical spaces of delinquency were 

not immoral for everyone, only for young women. Po-

licewomen upheld a double standard where men could 

freely visit urban spaces, but the movement of young 

women was constantly policed because policewomen 

thought patrolling these spaces was the ideal way to 

curb unacceptable behaviour in young women. 

 Policewomen recorded their visits to various 

places associated with immorality. Annual police re-

ports and other police records are an invaluable source 

and, although only a handful survive, they provide in-

sight into the activities of Vancouver's policewomen.16 

                                                        
15. “Moral Reformers Can Render Aid,” The 

Daily Province, June 17 1912, box 8A, Newspaper Ar-

ticles 10-003-001, Women's Division Fonds, Vancou-

ver Police Museum Archives. 

16. Between 1912 (when the first policewomen 

were hired) and 1930 (a year after both the reestablish-

ment of the Women's Division and the start of the Great 

Depression), six Chief Constable annual reports survive 
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In an annual report from 1920, for example, police-

women reported 145  “visits to Rooming Houses, 

Homes, Hotels,” 129 visits to department stores, 113 

visits to “Dance Halls, Cabarets, Pool Rooms, Cafes, 

Restaurants,” 112 visits to “Railway Stations and BCE 

Depot,” and 15 visits to English Bay, beaches, and 

parks.17 In the same year, Harris reported that the pres-

ence of policewomen on patrol prevented girls “from 

congregating at the B.C.E tram Offices [and] depots” 

and that “up to certain ages they are afraid to patronize 

cabarets, dance halls [and] places of assignation.” 18 

Such places were seen as dangerous because they were 

spots for meeting young men. Harris also reported that 

“several girls [were] taken home to parents and 

warned.”19 Policewomen imagined that their presence 

served as a reminder, and they broke up congregations 

of young people and issued verbal warnings to young 

women. 

 Patrols remained a mainstay of policewomen's 

duties throughout the 1920s, and they reported that it 

was an effective way of discouraging vice and the loss 

of womanly virtue. In the 1929 annual report, a list of 

policewomen's duties included “patroll[ing] regularly 

public places such as Dance Halls, Beaches, Rest 

Rooms, Theatres and Moving Picture Houses, Skating 

Rinks, Beer Parlours, Parks, etc.” in addition to con-

                                                                                                        
at the City of Vancouver Archives and the Vancouver 

Police Museum Archives: 1913, 1914, 1915, 1918, 

1929, 1930. Additionally, there is a Policewoman's an-

nual report written by LD Harris from 1920.  

17. Harris to Anderson, January 1921. 

18. Ibid. 

19. Ibid. 
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ducting investigations and attending court cases.20 Dur-

ing a discussion of “street walkers,” Police Chief W.J. 

Bingham noted with pride that the work of Inspector 

Ada Tonkin and the other policewomen was curbing 

prostitution in the city, and “the warnings given to the 

younger girls who would take a false step ... is [sic] 

having the desired effect.”21 Policewomen reported that 

their patrols were successful, but given that policewom-

en were addressing the same concerns about young 

women as they were nearly a decade earlier, it is clear 

that the problem of delinquency was not easily re-

solved. Policewomen, wanting to legitimize their role 

as women in the VPD, may have overemphasized the 

“wonderful effect” or “desired effect” they were having 

on young women. 

 

Incorrigible Girls: The Crimes of Delin-

quency 

 

 Policewomen patrolled public spaces to regulate 

the behaviour of young women who engaged in behav-

iours that reflected contemporary anxieties about sup-

posedly immoral actions and sexual promiscuity. These 

behaviours could vary extensively, from attending 

dances to prostitution, and were often accompanied by 

other behaviours related to vice, such as drinking and 

drug use. These behaviours were recorded in police re-

ports and Juvenile Court records. After all, policewom-

en did not merely patrol spaces, but they also arrested 

individuals, laid charges, and escorted women to court 

hearings. The main charges laid against girls were for 

incorrigibility, prostitution, and alcohol or drug usage. 

                                                        
20. Chief Constable Report 1929, VPD General 

Fonds, Vancouver Police Museum Archives. 

21. Ibid. 
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 Many young women found themselves in trou-

ble for being “incorrigible.” Incorrigibility was a com-

mon charge and vaguely meant a young woman “is be-

yond the control” of her parents or guardians.22 It was 

essentially a catch-all term for a girl that the Juvenile 

Courts considered troublesome, and it could also en-

compass vagrancy, wandering abroad, curfew infrac-

tions, indecency, and other charges. One fourteen-year-

old, charged with “wandering abroad” in 1914, was ar-

rested because “she took off her skirt and played around 

in her bloomers” in a park; while she said they were 

acceptable gym bloomers, the man who reported her 

disagreed.23 Another girl found herself in trouble be-

cause “apparently she would not do what her father told 

her and was too fond of going out to dances, etc.”24 

Many of these behaviours seem non-threatening, but 

policewomen thought young women held significant 

cultural weight as future mothers, and wanted to pre-

vent them from acting in ways that they thought were 

unladylike and potentially promiscuous. Juvenile Court 

workers agreed, and sent many supposedly incorrigible 

young women to the Girls' Industrial School on Cassiar 

Street, then a rural area outside Vancouver. Historian 

Indiana Matters notes that incorrigibility represented 

the charges of fully eighty-five percent of young wom-

                                                        
22. Indiana Matters, “Sinners or Sinned 

Against?: Historical Aspects of Female Juvenile Delin-

quency in British Columbia” in Not Just Pin Money: 

Selected Essays on the History of Women's Work in 

British Columbia, eds. Barbara K. Latham and Roberta 

J. Pazdro (Victoria: Camosun College, 1984), 270. 

23. Quoted in Matters, “Sinners or Sinned 

Against?” in Not Just Pin Money, 270. 

24. Ibid., 270. 
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en sent to the Vancouver Girls' Industrial School be-

tween 1914 and 1937.25 

 Policewomen wanted to regulate other activities 

they thought were inappropriate for young women, such 

as prostitution. In the early twentieth century, prostitu-

tion was discussed in euphemistic terms as the Social 

Evil, which clearly cast prostitution as a crime against 

morality. The year after policewomen were first hired, 

the Chief Constable reported that the VPD and police-

women were “very active in [their] efforts to keep 

down the Social Evil in the City” with “during the year 

336 arrests being made of women of immoral charac-

ter.”26 The terminology of “Social Evil” became less 

popular in the VPD reports as time passed, and instead 

prostitution was discussed in terms of street walkers, 

bawdy houses, and disorderly houses. These terms con-

nected prostitution with physical spaces to such a great 

extent that police reports rarely described prostitution 

itself, but instead described the spaces where prostitu-

tion occurred. Again, the police linked immorality with 

space, and this was prevalent throughout the 1920s. In 

1929, the Chief Constable stated that “at the first of the 

year, a great number of bawdy houses were being run 

openly, and a few of these gave us a great deal of trou-

ble before they were finally put out of business.” Some 

new brothels opened, but “with the present Police vigi-

lance there is little chance of any house of commercial-

ized vice doing any business without being soon detect-

ed” and “we have had very little trouble with new hous-

                                                        
25. Matters, “Sinners or Sinned Against?” in 

Not Just Pin Money, 269. 

26. Chief Constable Report 1913, Vancouver 

Police Department: Annual Reports, City Publication 

Collection, City of Vancouver Archives. 
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es opening up.”27 Charges relating to prostitution were 

the most common charges laid against women; in 1929 

the Women's Protective Division laid 353 charges relat-

ing to bawdy houses and disorderly houses, and the fol-

lowing year the number increased to 459. 28  Most 

charged with prostitution were women in their twenties, 

but there were certainly cases of adolescents engaging 

in sex work.  

 Policewomen were also concerned about young 

women's alcohol and drug use.29 The VPD often linked 

such habits to immorality and the Social Evil. During a 

discussion of “women of immoral character” in 1913, 

the Chief Constable also noted that “a large number of 

convictions obtained for the illicit sale of liquor among 

this class.” Later, Chief Constable William McRae 

mourned that “unfortunately a number of young boys, 

and even girls are in the habit of using drugs.”30 He de-

scribed drug use as a habit of youth, even – he notes 

almost with surprise – young women. After the estab-

lishment of the Women's Protective Division in 1929, 

policewomen kept statistics on the charges they laid for 

intoxication and drug possession. Drug possession was 

rare (in 1929, they laid 6 charges) but they laid some 

180 charges for “state of intoxication” in each of their 

                                                        
27. Chief Constable Report 1929, VPD General 

Fonds, Vancouver Police Museum Archives. 

28. Chief Constable Report 1930, VPD General 

Fonds, Vancouver Police Museum Archives. 

29. See Robert A. Campbell, “Ladies and Es-

corts: Gender Segregation and Public Policy in British 

Columbia Beer Parlours, 1925-1945” BC Studies 105-

106 (1995), 119-138. 

30. Chief Constable Report 1918, VPD General 

Fonds, Vancouver Police Museum Archives. 
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first two years.31 Overall, policewomen were concerned 

about young women visiting immoral spaces like bars 

and opium dens, where they could engage in activities 

associated with vice, including alcohol and drug use. 

They thought these activities would damage the moral 

health and physical wellbeing of young women, and 

make it difficult for them to become respectable wives 

and mothers in the future. 

 

The Policewoman Paradox 

 

 While policewomen sought to control young 

women engaging in controversial activities, at times 

policewomen themselves were controversial. In 1921, a 

scandal shook the Police Department after the newly 

appointed Chief Constable James Anderson fired Po-

licewoman Evelyn LeSueur. Anderson claimed he fired 

LeSueur because of “her absolute unfitness for the of-

fice of Police woman.”32 LeSueur protested her dismis-

sal, claiming that Anderson was reacting vindictively. 

She was asked to resign the day after a meeting of the 

Women's Pioneer Equality League, a women's club 

where LeSueur expressed indignation after learning that 

Anderson had chosen to hire a man to fill a vacant mag-

istrate position despite appeals by women's organiza-

tions to hire a female magistrate.33 Given the circum-

stances of the dismissal, the Police Commissioners and 

                                                        
31. Chief Constable Report 1929, VPD General 

Fonds, Vancouver Police Museum Archives; Chief 

Constable Report 1930, VPD General Fonds, Vancou-

ver Police Museum Archives. 

32. LeSueur Reinstatement Document, Septem-

ber 22 1921, box 8A, LeSueur Reinstatement, Women's 

Division Fonds, Vancouver Police Museum Archive. 

33. Ibid. 
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the Mayor held a hearing with LeSueur and Anderson. 

The hearing revealed a number of tensions. LeSueur's 

public challenge to Anderson's authority was no doubt a 

scandal, but at the heart of the LeSueur incident were 

conflicting ideas about what qualities a policewoman 

ought to have. 

 Anderson provided an extensive list to illustrate 

LeSueur's “absolute unfitness,” which reveal larger be-

liefs that Anderson held about the role of policewom-

en.34 According to him, LeSueur had a poor attitude, 

created trouble amongst the other policewomen and up-

set them with her “Bolshevici talk,” left the jail dirty, 

refused to do Matron's duty, and abandoned her post to 

visit friends. 35  Anderson took particular issue with 

LeSueur's political leanings. His remark about her 

“Bolshevici talk” reveals a fear of communism and rad-

icalism, and she was a member of the Women's Pioneer 

Equality League, one of the more liberal women's asso-

ciations in the city which had roots in the suffrage 

movement. Anderson also took issue with LeSueur's 

connections to women's associations more generally; 

the VPD hired LeSueur in 1919 at the recommendation 

of multiple women's associations, and Anderson 

claimed that LeSueur frequently bragged about her 

connections. He claimed she was heard “saying she had 

five hundred women at her back” and that clubswomen 

could influence the Department to give her higher 

pay.36 Anderson was also troubled by LeSueur's reli-

gious beliefs. Soon after the dismissal, Reverend A. 

Macaulay filed a complaint to the VPD against LeSu-

eur, alleging that she had expressed to him that she had 

difficulty believing that Jesus Christ was the son of 

                                                        
34. Ibid. 

35. Ibid. 

36. Ibid. 
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God. She believed in God, but she thought Jesus was 

only a good man. Macaulay disapproved and asserted 

that he “thought at the time that she was not the sort of 

person to be associated with young girls.”37 Anderson 

made a similar claim, saying that LeSueur was “not the 

proper person to handle these wayward girls; she was 

not the proper person to uplift.” 38  For them, police-

women were supposed to be forces of morality, and 

Anderson found LeSueur's religious beliefs unconven-

tional and problematic: without a solid faith in Christi-

anity, he thought, how would she be able to uplift 

young women and instill in them a sense of virtue and 

propriety? In short, Anderson considered LeSueur's po-

litical values, social affiliations, and religious beliefs to 

be incompatible with her responsibilities as a police-

woman. 

 While Anderson disapproved of LeSueur, many 

maternal feminists thought she was well suited to be a 

policewoman. Mrs. Wilson, a member of the Vancou-

ver Local Council of Women, one of the women's asso-

ciation that recommended LeSueur to the VPD, sup-

ported LeSueur by stating that “we followed her course 

through Police work, and we feel as far as we are con-

cerned we know the attitude that she took with regard to 

any criticism she may be accused of,” thereby express-

ing doubt about Anderson's claims.39 Wilson believed 

that LeSueur was fit to be a policewoman, and that she 

would accept any fair criticism with a good attitude. 

Wilson also argued that LeSueur's reappointment would 
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be “in the interests of women and girls.”40 LeSueur her-

self made it clear at the hearing that she was concerned 

about women and girls when the Mayor questioned her: 

 

The Mayor: As a woman you are interested. I 

mean you are interested in matters pertaining to 

women? 

Miss Le Sueur: Yes 

The Mayor: Especially young women? 

Miss Le Sueur: Especially girls.41 

 

Here, LeSueur and the Mayor expressed a maternal 

feminist belief that LeSueur was concerned about girls 

and young women because she was a woman. The 

Mayor seemed to at least partly accept LeSueur's de-

fence; he suggested that Anderson and LeSueur should 

“admit that perhaps both in a sense were to blame.”42 

He and the Police Commissioner advised LeSueur to 

make an appeal, and they advised Anderson to accept 

the appeal and rehire her. It is unclear whether LeSueur 

made an appeal, but ultimately Anderson did not rehire 

her. 

 The LeSueur incident highlights that police-

women, and the qualities a policewomen ought to pos-

sess, were a source of contention in Vancouver. This 

incident also illustrates that policewomen like LeSueur 

were, in the words of Philippa Levine, “bound by the 

conservatism and prejudice of the authorities on whom 

they relied for legitimation.”43 Conservative policemen 
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like Anderson took issue with policewomen, in part be-

cause these women occupied a space between tradition-

ally feminine and masculine behaviour. Policewomen 

drew their authority in part from their gender and ma-

ternal feminism, but as policewomen sought to patrol 

and regulate what they saw as unfeminine behaviour in 

young women, policewomen were displaying some of 

those same behaviours themselves. Policewomen's visi-

bility and physicality were obvious as they patrolled 

streets, worked late at night, and arrested both men and 

women. There were few visible markers setting police-

women apart from the general public since they did not 

wear a uniform or carry firearms. While policewomen 

were discouraging what they (and many other Vancou-

ver residents) saw as unacceptable behaviour by women 

in immoral spaces, they also represented a paradox. 

This paradoxical status could be a difficult one for po-

licewomen to negotiate, and one that may have irked 

conservatives like Anderson. Many of Anderson's criti-

cisms focused on aspects of LeSueur that he considered 

unfeminine in some way: she had unconventional reli-

gious beliefs rather than uplifting ones; her attitude was 

brash and haughty rather than humble; she bragged 

about her connections rather than acting modestly; and 

she publicly expressed her disapproval of Anderson's 

failure to institute a female magistrate. Even Anderson's 

accusation that she left the jail dirty implied a lack of 

feminine domesticity on LeSueur's part. Overall, An-

derson's conflict with LeSueur was rooted in anxieties 

about women's roles in society and within the police 

force. 

 These anxieties were not unique to Vancouver. 

The early twentieth century witnessed the emergence of 

policewomen in numerous cities across Britain, Canada, 
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and the United States.44 Women who joined the police 

force, a field that sociologist Susan Martin describes as 

“one of the most stereotypically masculine occupations 

in our society,” were frequently greeted with ridicule, 

anger, and concern.45  Myers notes that when the first 

American policewoman began work in Los Angeles, 

journalists characterized her as a “tightly bunned, gun-

wielding, muscular, even masculine woman who was 

'anything but feminine.'”46 English policewomen faced 

similar taunting in the press, as well as scorn and con-

cern from citizens, as Levine found.47  In Vancouver, 

certainly some residents embraced the presence of po-

licewomen, and many maternal feminists were pleased 
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to have policewomen on the streets, protecting girls and 

women at risk. Other residents were probably less hap-

py. Exactly what response policewomen in Vancouver 

received deserves more historical inquiry.  

 Although policewomen were not without con-

troversy, they established themselves as a fixture of the 

VPD in the 1910s and 1920s. Enabled by maternal fem-

inist values, policewomen sought to regulate young 

women's allegedly unacceptable behaviour by patrol-

ling city streets, boarding houses, dance halls, and cafes 

in Vancouver; they offered warnings, broke up groups 

of young people, and arrested individuals. By being in 

these spaces, young women challenged contemporary 

ideals about morality and appropriate feminine behav-

iour, at least in the eyes of policewomen, politicians, 

and social reformers, as they chased excitement, ro-

mance, income, or sexual fulfilment in the urban centre. 

In 1920, Harris asserted that policewomen were having 

a “wonderful effect” on the young women of Vancou-

ver, but their ongoing battle against so-called delin-

quent girls throughout the 1910s and 1920s suggest that 

their effect was limited.48 Perhaps the “problem” was 

more complicated than policewomen thought. 
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Determining the “Real Terrorists”; 

Church Hierarchy and African Nationalism 

in South Africa and Zimbabwe 

Tanner Hofs 
 

 In sub-Saharan Africa, two settlers states once 

lay side-by-side, both former British colonies. Ruled by 

a white minority from the moment of colonial inde-

pendence, both states pursued extensive policies of ra-

cial discrimination, retaining control over their native 

populations for decades after most African nations had 

achieved majority rule. In response to these oppressive 

regimes, one state’s African nationalist movement un-

dertook a chiefly non-violent struggle which took great 

pains to avoid a communist label, while the other 

waged a bloody campaign of guerilla warfare as self-

identified Marxist-Leninists. In spite of this key differ-

ence in otherwise similar histories, the startling fact is 

that the non-violent African National Congress (ANC) 

in South Africa received almost no official support 

from any Christian denominations within the country 

until their struggle achieved widespread international 

recognition in the 1980s, while the violent Marxist coa-

lition in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) received both moral and 

material support from the local Catholic Church hierar-

chy for years in its insurgency against the government. 

Seeming to defy logic and easy categorization, the parts 

played by Christian institutions in the battle against 

apartheid and white settler rule in South Africa and 

Rhodesia are fascinating case studies in the role of reli-

gious organizations in the advancement or obstruction 

of anti-colonial revolutionary movements. Through 

their comparison, I will argue that while Christian de-

nominations in South Africa took an apolitical stance 

out of self-preservation which implicitly legitimized the 

settler regime, the Catholic Church leadership in Rho-

desia became a crucial ally of the revolutionary move-
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ment due to a sense of solidarity as an oppressed group 

sparked by decades of conflict with successive Rhode-

sian administrations. While an exploration into the po-

litical action of the Christian laity in this era would pro-

vide even further insight, I have chosen to focus my 

analysis on official denominational policies and deci-

sions made by the ecclesiastical leadership, partly be-

cause of their greater social and political influence, and 

partly due to the availability of sources.  

 In order to undertake a detailed examination of 

the unique features in South Africa and Rhodesia, it is 

useful to briefly mention the commonly accepted ways 

in which Christian institutions helped and hindered na-

tionalism in Africa on a broad scale. Scholars generally 

agree that Christianity only indirectly assisted the de-

velopment of nationalism, a consensus best summarized 

by the Zimbabwean revolutionary leader and scholar 

Ndabaningi Sithole who stated that “the church has on-

ly been a blind instrument in the whole process of Afri-

can nationalism.”1 It is widely acknowledged that the 

education received in missionary schools produced 

most of the leaders of sub-Saharan African independ-

ence movements, from the local and provincial level up 

to famous national figures such as Kwame Nkrumah, 

Nelson Mandela, and Robert Mugabe.2 The spread of 

Christianity has also been viewed as responsible for the 
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loosening of ethnic ties and the unification of native 

populations, as well as providing an ethic of individual 

dignity and equality.3 Adrian Hastings argues that the 

creation of written African languages in order to trans-

late the Bible was one of the most powerful forces 

which contributed to the rise of nationalism, providing 

a common language of protest and creating a communi-

ty of individuals unified through literacy.4 Elsewhere, 

Hastings provides an important reminder that countless 

Christian Africans were members of nationalist move-

ments even while their ecclesiastical leadership avoided 

or actively discouraged political participation.5 Finally, 

it is worth noting that missionaries on the continent 

were not always convinced of the inherent benevolence 

of colonial administrations, and often spoke out on be-

half of individual grievances of their African converts.6  

 While these supportive factors are widely rec-

ognized, Christian institutions have also been consist-

ently criticized for their role in discouraging African 

political activism and legitimizing colonial regimes. 

First and foremost, almost all missionaries on the conti-
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nent were nationals to the European colonizing power, 

and therefore held many of the same presuppositions of 

racial superiority, the value of the civilizing mission, 

and the unpreparedness of Africans to rule themselves.7 

Although most denominations and missions described 

themselves as non-partisan, some missionaries such as 

Max Warren, general secretary of the Christian Mis-

sionary Society (Anglican), recognized that “there is the 

most grave danger that the Church will not be so much 

neutral over political issues as hopelessly compromised 

by being tied to the Government’s chariot wheels.”8 

The tendency of these influential social and religious 

organizations to avoid criticizing the colonial regime 

implicitly granted political legitimacy and stability. 

This acquiescence was mainly a form of self-

preservation, as seen by most churches’ immediate 

post-independence shift to supporting African national-

ist governments.9 On top of this, many Christian leaders 

actively denounced popular movements advocating ma-

jority rule for their perceived ties to communism, and 
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were quick to censure African church members who 

became involved with these suspect organizations.10  

 In many ways the case of South Africa supports 

the praise and criticism given to Christianity in Africa 

as a whole, and thus an analysis of its political and reli-

gious history is needed. While substantial settlement in 

South Africa by Dutch and British communities from 

the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries led to repeat-

ed conflict among themselves and with native groups, 

this British and Dutch minority banded together in 1910 

to become the semi-independent Union of South Africa, 

and gained full independence under white minority rule 

in 1931. Throughout this time, racially discriminatory 

laws pushed Black Africans into native reserves on 

marginal lands, coerced many into migrant labor which 

fragmented communities, and placed them under a col-

or bar for employment. When the National Party came 

to power in the 1948 elections, the segregation of 

whites from the black population was intensified great-

ly, eventually fossilizing into the system commonly 

known as “apartheid.”11 Only in 1994, following nearly 

a century of protest from nationalist movements and 

more than a decade of intense international sanctions 

and embargoes, was universal enfranchisement and ma-

jority rule inaugurated.  

 Christianity has been an important factor in 

South Africa’s history for centuries: the proportion of 

South Africans who identified as Christians was already 
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46% in 1911, and increased to 72% percent by 1996.12 

The largest Christian denomination until recent decades 

has been the Dutch Reformed Church (NGK), closely 

tied to the white Afrikaner population but with almost 

two million black adherents by 1978 due to extensive 

missionary work in the northern provinces. 13  African 

Initiated Churches (AICs), a group of African-led and 

supported churches, made up 47% of black Christians 

in 1991.14 The third significant Christian force in the 

nation has been grouped together under the moniker 

“English-speaking Churches,” and is made up of Meth-

odists, Anglicans, Lutherans, and other mainline de-

nominations.  

 When the ANC was first formed in 1912 

(known then as the South African Native National Con-

gress) as a national political organization, many of its 

founding members were committed Christians, and 

these members provided a moderating voice to the party 

by emphasizing protests within a democratic framework 

that shied away from illegal or violent methods.15 Fig-

ures like the Anglican Priest James Calata (secretary-

general 1936-1949) and Albert Luthuli (president 1952-
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1967) unsuccessfully attempted to garner ecclesiastical 

support for the ANC while also making efforts to mar-

ginalize socialist and left-wing influences within the 

party.16 As the ANC became better organized and more 

widespread in the 1960s and 1970s, however, the influ-

ence of Christian leaders on the party waned signifi-

cantly due to the government’s decision to ban the or-

ganization from political activity following the 1960 

Sharpeville massacre (forcing the leadership to operate 

from exile), and the ANC’s decision to embrace violent 

tactics as a response.17  

 Chief among the Christian denominations sup-

porting the settler regime was the Dutch Reformed 

Church, which both defended segregationist policies 

and attacked the ANC vehemently. In many ways, the 

NGK provided divine sanction for apartheid, and their 

1935 “missionary policy” statement (a guiding docu-

ment for decades) is worth quoting at length: 

 

 The Afrikaner’s traditional fear of “Equalization” 

of black and white was born from his abhorrence 

of the idea of racial admixture. The Church there-

fore declares unequivocally that this admixture is 

undesirable and rejects anything which might lead 

to such a situation… the Church declares her op-

position against… the disregarding of racial and 

color differences of whites and blacks in the 

course of everyday life… she would like to pro-
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mote social differentiation and spiritual or cultur-

al segregation to the benefit of both sections.18 

 

When, in 1960, NGK delegates to the World Council of 

Churches meeting in Johannesburg signed on to a dec-

laration of racial equality, Prime Minister Hendrik 

Verwoerd called on the denomination in a New Year’s 

radio address to purge itself of traitorous members, 

something which the ecclesiastical hierarchy promptly 

did. Having removed potentially “subversive” leaders 

within the denomination from power, the NGK contin-

ued its frequent verbal attacks on the ANC, claiming it 

was a communist puppet organization.19   

 Unlike the Dutch Reformed Church, both the 

English-speaking Churches and the AICs generally 

considered themselves politically neutral, and the vast 

majority of their leaders discouraged political participa-

tion among members. Aside from certain prophetic and 

action-oriented figures such as Trevor Huddleston and 

Bishop Ambrose Reeves, the English-speaking Church-

es by and large offered limited and non-specific criti-

cism of the settler administration, while maintaining the 

pietistic position that the church should concentrate 

solely on spiritual matters such as evangelization. 

Likewise, African Initiated Churches were generally 

pessimistic about the injustice in the world around 

them, and retreated away from political matters as a re-

sult. 20  While many scholars once viewed the AIC 

movement as an important form of anti-colonial protest, 
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there is a growing recognition that nationalism and in-

dependent churches existed simultaneously with little 

cross over between them.21  In fact, scholars such as 

Robert Buijtenhuijs have pointed out that AIC leaders 

were loath to lose their relative autonomy by publicly 

supporting nationalist parties, something which could 

also explain the attitudes of the leadership in English-

speaking Churches.22  

 Having seen the support the NGK lent the gov-

ernment and the apathy of AIC and English-speaking 

Church leaders in the face of stark racial oppression, 

many African politicians expressed disillusionment 

with Christian institutions they viewed as hypocriti-

cal.23 While recognizing the importance of their own 

education given by missionaries, these political leaders 

felt that ecclesiastical silence was responsible for per-

petuating segregation.24 In his biography, Let My Peo-

ple Go (1962), Albert Luthuli echoed the feelings of 

many when he stated: “apartheid is really very thor-

oughly accepted by white South Africans, and very of-

ten their timid gestures across the color-bar can be halt-

ed by one crack of the Government (or public opinion) 
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whip.”25 In this same work, Luthuli directly refutes the 

arguments of self-preservationist church leaders when 

he declares that “I disagree with those who want to 

‘save something from the wreck’ because what I see 

happening is the wreck of Christian witness, and what I 

fear is a slow drift into a Nationalist state religion.”26 

 Although Christian institutions were largely 

complicit throughout the significant campaigns and pro-

tests held by the ANC in the 1950s and 1960s, the in-

creasing influence and size of the South African Coun-

cil of Churches (SACC) under Desmond Tutu, Beyers 

Naude, and Frank Chikane in the 1980s greatly ampli-

fied the South African churches’ opposition to apart-

heid. At a time when most influential ANC leaders 

were in prison or exile, the SACC was a crucial organi-

zation for developing ties between the Christian 

churches and the ANC, as well as providing patronage 

and support for the United Democratic Front (an um-

brella group of hundreds of local, provincial, and na-

tional organizations) that was launched in 1983 to coun-

ter apartheid.27  In 1985, many of these same church 

leaders were responsible for publishing the controver-

sial and internationally-discussed Kairos Document, a 

theological critique of the various church responses to 

apartheid and a call to action for South African Chris-

tians.28 Though perhaps not the visionary forerunners of 
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the nationalist cause, many Christian leaders did in fact 

support this cause as tensions peaked within South Af-

rica and the international community tightened their 

economic sanctions. 

 Rhodesia’s path to African self-rule began quite 

similarly to South Africa’s, both politically and reli-

giously. In the early twentieth century Rhodesia was 

influenced strongly by Afrikaner interests, until this 

was severed by South Africa’s decision to become in-

dependent from Britain in 1931.29 The years following 

World War II brought an explosion of settler migration 

to the country (33,000 Europeans in 1921 to 150,000 in 

1955), leading to the creation of the semi-independent 

Central African Federation from 1953-1963 made up of 

Northern Rhodesia (Zambia), Nyasaland (Malawi) and 

Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), and governed from 

Salisbury (Harare), in Southern Rhodesia.30 When the 

British government began serious preparations in the 

early 1960s to grant its African colonies self-

government and independence, the Rhodesian Front, a 

political party with a power base of white farmers, an-

nounced the Unilateral Declaration of Independence 

(UDI) in 1965 in order to retain white minority rule in 

the colony. The Rhodesian Front proceeded to enact a 

segregationist and racially discriminatory new constitu-

tion in 1969 which gave the government expansive 

powers over the black majority.31 Concurrent to this, 

two Marxist-Leninist parties, the Chinese-backed Zim-
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babwe African National Union (ZANU) led by Robert 

Mugabe and the Soviet-backed Zimbabwe African Peo-

ple’s Union (ZAPU) led by Joseph Nkomo, began a 

campaign of guerilla warfare against the government 

which would last from 1964 until Zimbabwe achieved 

majority rule in 1980.32  

 The strongest Christian presence in Rhodesia 

throughout its colonial history was the Roman Catholic 

Church, which planted several Carmelite mission cen-

ters throughout the state and made up 25% of African 

Christians in Rhodesia by 1974-75, as compared to 

13.5% of Methodists, and 8.9% of Anglicans. 33  Alt-

hough the Dutch Reformed Church had a small pres-

ence, the closest Rhodesia had to a “state church” was 

Anglicanism, as it was the established Church of Eng-

land and by extension its British colony. 34  Anglican 

clergy were placed in an uncomfortable position fol-

lowing the technical “rebellion” against Britain of the 

UDI, but after a brief period they joined other 

Protestant denominations in supporting the settler re-

gime in general, while verbally protesting against indi-

vidual injustices. 35  One important exception to this 

trend is the case of Bishop Abel Muzorewa of the Unit-

ed Methodist Church, a non-violent nationalist who 

founded the United African National Council in 1971 

(as the only legal black party in Rhodesia) and was 

                                                        
32. Robert Mugabe, Our War of Liberation, 38. 

33. Linden, The Catholic Church and the Strug-

gle for Zimbabwe, 301. 

34. Michael Lapsley, “Anglican Church and 

State from UDI in 1965 Until the Independence of 
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eds. Carl Hallencreutz and Ambrose Moyo (Harare: 

Mambo Press, 1988), 115. 

35. Ibid., 115-116.  
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briefly prime minister during the transitional period 

from white rule in 1979, only to be soundly defeated by 

the returned-exiles Mugabe and Nkomo in 1980. 36 

While this man’s life certainly warrants further study, it 

is safe to say that the vast majority of Rhodesian 

Protestant church leaders were extremely hostile to the 

communist guerilla forces until Zimbabwe’s independ-

ence, labeling them as “terrorists” while maintaining 

silence over the violent retaliation of the government.37 

Their attitudes parallel those of the South African 

churches for most of the colonial period, and fit well 

into the common critiques of Christianity’s obstruction 

of nationalism in Africa.  

 In the years before the UDI, the Rhodesian 

Catholic hierarchy followed a similar pattern, and was 

criticized for legitimizing the colonial administration 

through its neutrality in political affairs. As an offshoot 

of the African National Congress began gaining mo-

mentum in the Central African Federation, the Catholic 

clergy condemned this popular movement as a com-

munist insurgency, even while lay-Catholics such as 

Lawrence Vambe, editor-in-chief of a prominent news-

paper, protested that “very seldom do we hear the 

Church raising her voice against the prevailing econom-

ic, social, and political injustices. The silence is, rightly 

or wrongly, interpreted by the sophisticated African as 

acquiescence on the part of the Church.”38 While 41.8% 

of Rhodesian Roman Catholics held memberships in 

                                                        
36. "Abel Tendekayi Muzorewa," Encyclopædia 

Britannica Online 

http://www.britannica.com/biography/Abel-Tendekayi-
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37. Ibid., 120, 124. 

38. Linden, The Catholic Church and the Strug-

gle for Zimbabwe, 49-50. 
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nationalist political parties in the early 1960s, the hier-

archy led by Archbishop Aston Chichester continued to 

discourage Catholic political participation in “subver-

sive” anti-colonial movements.39  

 Even during this time, however, influential 

Catholic voices began taking important steps toward 

solidarity with African nationalists. In 1957, Donal 

Lamont was appointed Bishop of the Umtali Diocese in 

eastern Zimbabwe, and immediately began issuing re-

sounding denunciations of the settler regime. Bishop 

Lamont was Irish, as were most of the Carmelite clergy 

throughout the state, and Irish empathy as former colo-

nial subjects themselves has been highlighted by both 

scholars and Lamont himself, who stated in a 1989 in-

terview that “we had this experience here in Ireland and 

it was the same thing.”40 In 1959 he ignored the instruc-

tions of Archbishop Chichester and published Pur-

chased People, an open letter to his diocese criticizing 

the racist policies and lack of representation in the 

country.41 The letter boldly states that “if nationalism as 

                                                        
39. Norman Thomas, “Christianity, Politics, and 
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of Africans in Rhodesia” (PhD diss., Boston University 

Graduate School, 1968), 218-220. 

40. Janice McLaughlin, Interview with Bishop 

Donal Lamont (Terenure College, Dublin, 18 April 

1989 in Society in Zimbabwe’s Liberation War, eds. 

Ngwabi Bhebe and Terence Ranger (Oxford: James 
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sion,” in Society in Zimbabwe’s Liberation War, Bhebe 
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it manifests itself here among the African people, 

means the desire of that people to participate fully in 

the life and in the development of their country… if it 

means a sincere and simple wish to be regarded by all 

and to be treated by the State as equal citizens, and not 

as second class citizens, then obviously such aspirations 

are beyond reproach and the Church must support 

them.”42  

 While a figure like Bishop Lamont held consid-

erable sway as one of only five Rhodesian bishops in a 

denomination which placed heavy emphasis on obedi-

ence to the hierarchy, it was not until the UDI and the 

rise of the Rhodesian Front that a significant faction of 

Catholic leaders rallied together in opposition to the 

settler regime. A coalition of the five Rhodesian bish-

ops, rural priests, and missionaries began to form, 

though they were not joined by the priests overseeing 

white urban congregations, who essentially mirrored 

the hostility of their members toward African national-

ist movements. 43 From 1965 until a new constitution 

was proposed until 1969, relations between the Church 

hierarchy and the government weakened substantially, 

initially for the self-interested desire to maintain the 

independence of Catholic education, which was coming 

under fire as the government pushed to set limits on the 

amount of African students that could be accepted.44 

Finally, in 1969, the Catholic Church broke into all-out 

                                                        
42. Donal Lamont, “Purchased People,” (Dio-
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conflict with the Rhodesian Front over the extreme ra-

cial discrimination enshrined in the new proposed con-

stitution. The Rhodesian bishops jointly issued A Call 

To Christians, which not only condemned the constitu-

tion as “completely contrary to Christian teaching,” but 

also went so far as to threateningly suggest that “if 

[these policies] should be implemented in a new consti-

tution, it will be extremely difficult for us effectively to 

counsel moderation to a people who have been so pa-

tient for so long under discriminatory laws and are now 

presented with such extreme provocation.”45 The Cath-

olic hierarchy also pressed other Rhodesian denomina-

tions to publish an ecumenical Message and Appeal 

from Church Leaders to the Christian People of Rhode-

sia, which provided a much more mild critique of the 

racist policies suggested.46  

 Early the next year, as the Marxist guerilla in-

surgency gained footholds throughout the country, 

Bishop Lamont severed some of the final remaining ties 

between the Church leadership and the government 

when he stated that “I consider that the men who 

framed that document are the real terrorists in this 

country… I say that the people who framed the Consti-

tution of Rhodesia are worse than those whom Mr. Par-

tridge (a government official) so rightly condemns.”47 
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After a consultation with the Vatican, the Catholic hier-

archy received support in establishing the Justice and 

Peace Commission for Rhodesia, an organization dedi-

cated to exposing the atrocities committed by govern-

ment forces against guerilla fighters and civilian sym-

pathizers. The reports publicized by this commission 

received international attention, and were crucial in 

forging an alliance between the Marxist insurgents and 

the Catholic Church.48  In 1976, an incident at Avila 

Mission in the north-east led to an official policy of re-

fusing to report troop positions to the government and 

supporting fighters with food, lodging, and medicine 

when requested, something which had only been done 

informally up until that point. 49  The incident began 

when sisters at the mission had decided it was morally 

obligatory to report themselves for giving medicine to 

guerilla soldiers, causing government forces to arrive 

and terrorize the mission, firing upon the staff from hel-

icopters and harshly interrogating the sisters. 50  From 

this time onward, Catholic mission stations were often 

visited and harassed by government soldiers, and Bish-

op Lamont was arrested in 1977 and sentenced to ten 

years for failing to report the presence of terrorists and 

instructing others to do likewise; the trial became an 

international event, and he was soon deported back to 

Ireland.51  
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 When examining the tensions between the 

Catholic Church hierarchy and the state, the testimonies 

of African revolutionaries provide a unique insight into 

how the Catholic Church was seen by locals. Of course, 

all interviews must be taken with a grain of salt, partly 

because most took place at a time when it was in the 

interest of the Zimbabwean government to maintain 

cordial relations with the Church, and partly because 

most commanders likely had received a mission-school 

education, making them more sympathetic to the 

Church perhaps than the common soldier.52 Neverthe-

less, the opinions of these stringent Marxist revolution-

aries are telling: for example, Air Vice-Marshall Per-

ence Shiri, a provincial commander during the guerilla 

war, admitted that “when I came home where the actual 

battle was being fought, I had to slightly sideline Marx-

ism and look at the actual situation in Zimbabwe… it 

became very clear that religion wasn’t all that much of 

an opium of the people… the image that was given by 

the Roman Catholic Church had to force even a lunatic 

to realize that the Church was behind the struggle, so 

we became allies.”53  

Major-General Constantine Chiwenga echoed 

this view, stating that “the missionaries were part in 

parcel in revealing the evil which was being done… 

through organizations like the Justice and Peace Com-

mission and other forums where they could denounce 

the regime for illegal detentions or torturing people and 

killing people. So it was clear, ZANU and the Church 
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were one.”54 For his part, Robert Mugabe has critiqued 

the Catholic Church for its initial complicity with the 

colonial regime, but consistently points to the UDI as a 

key turning point which allowed the Catholic Church to 

become important allies with the nationalist movement. 

On one occasion, Mugabe affirmed that “Justice and 

Peace work was well-known and appreciated,”55 and in 

an extensive interview which took place in 1978 at the 

climax of the war, Mugabe repeatedly highlighted the 

Church’s leading role in denouncing the 1969 constitu-

tion and providing material assistance and support to 

his rebel forces throughout the country.56  

When comparing the Catholic response in Rho-

desia to that of other denominations in South Africa, it 

is critical to avoid the assumption that the Catholic 

Church always supported African nationalism on the 

continent while other churches did not. The Rhodesian 

case is singularly distinct, as Catholic missionaries in 

surrounding countries such as Angola, Zambia, and in-

deed South Africa (although they had a limited pres-

ence there) actively defended and supported colonial 

racist regimes at the expense of their African mem-

bers.57 When compared to the South African case, con-
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ventional wisdom would suggest that Christian denom-

inations would in fact be more averse to supporting Af-

rican nationalism in Rhodesia, as the main revolution-

ary groups were all Marxist-Leninist and used violent 

warfare to achieve their ends.  

Clearly something distinct occurred in Rhode-

sia, and I believe that the Catholic hierarchy’s support 

of African nationalism was due to solidarity built 

through common oppression at the hands of the govern-

ing administration. A variety of factors, including the 

Irish nationalism of the clergy, the influence of Bishop 

Lamont, the fight for educational independence, the 

proposal of a new segregationist constitution by the 

Rhodesian Front, and the brutality of government forces 

all snowballed to forge an alliance of common persecu-

tion with guerilla forces desiring majority rule. While 

South African churches understood that self-

preservation could occur through avoiding political in-

volvement, the Catholic leadership felt alienated and 

opposed by the settler regime from the very beginning 

of the UDI in 1965, and was therefore free from the so-

cio-political ties which constrained other denominations 

in Rhodesia and South Africa from opposing white mi-

nority rule.  

This paper’s analysis of two sub-Saharan settler 

states and the relation of African nationalism to Chris-

tian institutions has been done to fill a gap in the schol-

arship, as instead of using comparison of similar situa-

tions to highlight historical differences, scholars have 

tended to focus exclusively on the outcome of events in 
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individual countries. By doing this, scholars can be-

come blinded to the counter-factual history presented 

by a comparable situation with a vastly different out-

come. Through this study, my hope is that more cross-

border comparisons can be made, allowing historians to 

better understand the key factors which propel events in 

widely different directions. Though similar in their co-

lonial backgrounds, geography, and political structure, 

South Africa and Rhodesia differed in the role taken by 

Christian churches in supporting or obstructing African 

nationalism. Although the Dutch Reformed Church 

gave divine sanction to apartheid and the English-

speaking Churches and African Initiative Churches 

seem to have legitimized the South African minority 

government through their silence, the Catholic Church 

in Rhodesia forged a bond with African nationalist gue-

rilla fighters through a common experience of suffering 

and conflict with the Rhodesian settler administration.  
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“Vigorous, Pulsating Health”: Neurasthenia, Physi-

cal Culture, and the Re-Shaping of American Emo-

tional Experience, 1899-1910 

Hanna Murray 

 

Introduction   

 

At the end of the nineteenth century, the United 

States faced a set of political, economic, and social cir-

cumstances that generated great anxiety within Ameri-

can society. Politically, Americans were confronted 

with the implications of the loss of the Western frontier 

as a constant source of social and economic renewal, 

outlined in Frederick Jackson Turner’s essay “The Sig-

nificance of the American Frontier,” and many ques-

tioned the future progress of the United States in the 

face of this change.  Economic instability in this same 

period heightened anxieties about the stagnation of 

American economic growth and led some to believe 

that the United States, having reached its peak, was in a 

period of decline.  These anxieties, in turn, led to in-

creasing fears of not only of cultural and societal de-

generation, but of the physical decline of the American 

people.  These developments took place in society with-

in which racial rhetoric was already prevalent and the 

science of eugenics was becoming increasingly so.   

Increasing anxieties about the waning strength 

of the American people led public figures such as The-

odore Roosevelt to call for increased focus on the active 

life as essential for the survival of the United States.  In 

his famous 1899 speech, “The Strenuous Life,” Roose-

velt invoked the idea of a Darwinian international order 

and warned against a “life of slothful ease,” arguing 

that “the bolder and stronger peoples will pass us by, 

and will win for themselves the domination of the 
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world.”1 Americans who shared Roosevelt’s beliefs saw 

the virility of the nation’s people as connected to the 

United States’ power in the larger world.  Cultural crit-

ics saw the “life of slothful ease” increasingly common 

in the United States as a product of the incessant indus-

trialization and urbanization of society, a process that 

vastly altered the character of American life.  Instead of 

the constant reinvigoration provided by the frontier, 

figures like Roosevelt saw, not without cause, an in-

creasing tendency towards sedentary lifestyle among 

upper and middle class urban populations.  While in-

dustrialization and urbanization meant that society had 

progressed, many social commentators believed that the 

increase of mental work that the new industrial econo-

my entailed had detrimental consequences for Ameri-

can health.  In particular, experts believed that the con-

ditions of modern life were harmful to the health of 

American nerves.   Neurasthenia, a term popularized by 

American neurologist George Beard in 1869, became a 

common diagnosis to describe the bodily manifestations 

of these anxieties.   

One of the many ways in which groups attempt-

ed to confront the inundation of anxiety was through 

physical culture, a health and lifestyle movement that 

gained increasing popularity at the turn of the century, 

which focussed on diet, exercise, and living ‘natural-

ly.’2   While the physical culture movement provided 

only one response to the era’s troubles and certainly 
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lacked the influence of other groups like medical sci-

ence, the movement reveals the emotional responses of 

Americans to perceived weaknesses both in their socie-

ty and in their own bodies.  Through physical culture, 

proponents tackled larger social anxieties expressed on 

an individual level, literally internalized by American 

citizens in diseases such as neurasthenia. Anxiety, hope, 

despair, anger, and joy are all articulated within the 

pages of physical culture publications; each of these 

emotions formed a part of the American reaction to the 

rapidly modernizing world.  This paper examines the 

emotions that formed an integral part of the physical 

culture movement in the early twentieth century and 

places these emotions within the context of a larger 

emotional culture.  While in many ways physical cul-

ture worked within the dominant emotional culture, it 

also challenged emotional norms in its attempts to cure 

the American people.    

 For Joanna Bourke, the history of emotions can 

be characterized as “aesthesiology” or “the knowledge 

of the history of bodily and emotional reactions to the 

world.”3  Bourke argues that the history of emotion is 

best examined within three frameworks prominent in 

the field: by approaching emotion as a language game, 

that “follows generic and narrative conventions” and in 

which emotions are made visible through “emotion-

rules encoded in grammars of representation”; through 

Peter Stearns’ theories of an “emotionology” or “emo-

tional-rules” approach to the history of emotions; and 

through examination of emotions as an expression of 

power relations.  While all of the three frameworks 

prove useful in an analysis of American anxiety at the 

                                                        
3. Joanna Bourke, “Fear and Anxiety: Writing 

About Emotion in Modern History,” History Workshop 

Journal, no. 55 (2003), 113.   
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turn of the century, this study examines the bodily and 

emotional reactions of fin-de-siècle Americans to their 

cultural and societal contexts through the first two 

frameworks.  

 Within these frameworks, I first examine the 

“emotionology” of Victorian America to discover spe-

cific American emotional rules and broader emotional 

styles.  Peter and Carol Stearns have defined emo-

tionology as “the attitudes or standards that a society, or 

a definable group within a society, maintains towards 

basic emotions and their appropriate expression.” 4  

Within the turn of the century American context, Peter 

Stearns argues that the Victorian emotional style has 

erroneously been characterized as one of “blanket re-

pression,” thus necessitating a more nuanced account.5  

This reconsideration of Victorian emotional norms in-

vites a re-reading of the emergence of neurasthenia.  An 

examination of neurasthenia forms the second part of 

this essay where I will look at the ways in which physi-

cians transformed larger cultural anxieties into a tangi-

ble disease that could be treated by doctors and health 

reformers alike.  Finally, I will examine the specific 

response of the physical culture movement to American 

anxieties, examining the ways in which the movement 

both embodied and consciously played on the emotions 

of the era.  If “language games” do indeed form an in-

tegral part of emotion, Bernarr Macfadden, the “Father 

of Physical Culture” and editor of Physical Culture 

                                                        
4. Peter N. Stearns and Carol Z. Stearns, “Emo-

tionology: Clarifying the History of Emotions and 

Emotional Standards,” The American Historical Review 
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Twentieth Century Emotional Style (New York: NYU 
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magazine, was a master of these games, vocal both in 

his angry condemnation of the medical profession and 

in his claims about the joys generated by physical cul-

ture. 6   As such, much of this section focuses on 

Macfadden’s Physical Culture.  The stories and articles 

in Physical Culture both reflected the anxieties present 

within the United States at the turn of the century and 

subverted their perceived causes, re-telling the story of 

neurasthenia in ways that were suited to the move-

ment’s aims.  

My study of the emotional nature of physical 

culture is largely restricted to the period of 1899 to 

1910, although information on neurasthenia is drawn 

from as early as 1869.  While physical culturists mar-

keted to both men and women, the overwhelming focus 

was on the male body, which is also reflected in this 

paper.  Americans in turn of the century United States 

lived in an emotionally charged environment, one that 

posed problems for the dominant Victorian emotionol-

ogy.  Physical culture thrived within these contradic-

tions, its mass appeal stemming from its embodiment of 

public emotion.  Consciously or not, physical culture 

played a role in the emerging mass culture, both shap-

ing and shaped by Americans’ emotional reactions to 

disease, illness, and their bodies.   

 

Rethinking American Emotionology at the Turn of 

the Century  

                                                        
6. Although Physical Culture was not the only 

periodical devoted to health, it was one of the most 

popular, with a circulation of almost a quarter of mil-

lion combined with its sister publication Beauty and 

Health in the United States alone. Robert Ernst, Weak-
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 Many traditional accounts of Victorian emo-

tional culture have emphasized the “civilization-of-

manners” approach of Norbert Elias and focus on the 

highly repressive nature of the Victorian mindset in turn 

of the century United States.  This emphasis is not 

without cause; the Victorian emotional style did contain 

strong repressive elements such as the belief that emo-

tions required monitoring from an early age and the be-

lief that women’s emotions in particular had to be 

strictly regulated.7  Victorian tenets on sexuality were 

also quite strict, especially regarding sexual expression 

in children and adolescents.  Men were expected to act 

with ‘manly’ self-restraint and discipline.8  Taken to-

gether, these realities often lead to a representation of 

Victorian emotional culture as rigid and obsessed with 

the regulation of emotions and the body.  

Indeed, emotions and sex played a central role 

in Victorian social and emotional life, not only defining 

gender roles, but in the construction of civilization dis-

course. As Gail Bederman observes, deeply entrenched 

beliefs about race and gender were essential to Victori-

an ideas of an inherently ‘manly’ civilization. 9   Alt-

hough white, middle-class, American women certainly 

played a part in civilization, their roles remained in the 

domestic sphere, as caregivers and homemakers. Only 

men possessed the combination of power, virility, and 

manly nobility essential for civilization.  All healthy 

men were to possess “a strong and masculine sexual 
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drive” but also “the advanced intellectual and moral 

capacity to master their masculine passions.”10 In other 

words, in the context of a rapidly modernizing and in-

dustrializing economy, Victorians emphasized the im-

portance of rationality and mastery of the passions in 

day-to-day life as key to a ‘modern civilization,’ but in 

concert with a primitive emotional life simmering under 

the surface.  

 In American Cool, Stearns likewise challenges 

too-rigid readings of the stringency of emotional ex-

pression in the Victorian era, claiming that these read-

ings are a “considerable oversimplification” of a more 

nuanced Victorian emotional style. 11  According to 

Stearns, Victorian acceptance of emotion “was in prin-

ciple quite whole-hearted,” although he, like Bederman, 

observes that emotions did require proper controlling.12  

Historians such as Linda Rosenzweig echo Stearns’ 

claims, arguing that, even from the 1820s, the Victorian 

emotional style stressed appropriate management and 

use of emotions rather than their outright suppression.13 

Thus, while unbridled and inappropriate outbursts of 

emotions were still unacceptable, Victorians also em-

phasized the importance of deep affection both within 

the family and in outside friendships.14 

 Indeed, the family and familial love were at the 

centre of Victorian emotionology.  The focus on love 

led to reconsiderations of other emotions in the period.  
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Fear, especially in adults, began to be regarded as unde-

sirable and parents were expected to swallow their fears 

lest they impart them to their children.  Fear, as one 

Victorian wrote, was “most enslaving to the mind, and 

destructive of its strength and capability of enjoy-

ment.”15  The image of death, which families had pre-

viously used as a tool used to ensure obedience in chil-

dren, became increasingly distasteful and the more 

positive emotions of love and kindness were preferred 

in raising children.16 Anger and jealousy were also con-

demned and repressed as detrimental to family life.17 

Consequently, although Victorian emotionology’s focus 

on positive feelings could be rewarding, it could also 

result in a “deadening uniformity.”18  Towards the end 

of the nineteenth century, this uniformity of feeling be-

came problematic, as rebellions against it threatened the 

perceived future of American civilization.  

 

“American Nervousness” 

 

 Neurasthenia provides a particularly enlighten-

ing example of a manifestation of the broader feelings 

of anxiety and fear in American society at the turn of 

the century. Put simply, neurasthenia was “nerveless-

ness – a lack of nerve force [sic].”19  Symptoms were 

numerous and included an inability to concentrate, im-

potency, headaches, pains, and, most commonly, an 
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overall sense of fatigue.  Overall, as one dietician sum-

marized, neurasthenics were “characterized from their 

cradle to the grave by the performance of purposeless 

actions,” that devoured what little energy they had.20  

Middle-class “brain workers” such as lawyers and of-

fice workers appeared especially susceptible to the dis-

ease, alarming physicians and social reformers alike, 

who feared the decline of the orders they believed were 

essential to the future progress of society.21  The Amer-

ican brand of nervous exhaustion was particular to the 

modern living conditions in the United States and 

emerged only in the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, in concert with the rapid modernization of Ameri-

can society.22  From the second half of the nineteenth 

century up to the end of the First World War, neuras-

thenia remained a popular term and a common diagno-

sis for nervous Americans.   

Emotions played a role in both the etiology and 

pathology of neurasthenia.  The turn-of the-century 

conception of neurasthenia posited that the mind and 

the body were connected by nerve structures that con-

sisted of “cells and fibres” that could be stimulated by 

external events and conditions.23 Every individual was 

born with a certain amount of “nerve force,” or the 

nervous energy used to sustain one’s daily activities. 

One could either abound with nervous energy or be de-
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ficient in it.24  In those individuals with naturally deli-

cate nervous systems, over-stimulation of nerve cells 

without giving them the chance to recover could cause 

neurasthenia, as could malnutrition, lack of sleep, and 

sexual excess.25   

Besides mental complaints, bodily symptoms 

such as frailty and stomach disorders provided the most 

telling indications of neurasthenia.  The effects of mod-

ern life on the nervous system thus manifested them-

selves not only mentally but also physically, in the toll 

they took on the human body.  However, although neu-

rasthenia had physical symptoms, physicians believed 

“brain-workers,” or the most ‘civilized’ members of 

society, to be the most susceptible to the disease. Writ-

ings on neurasthenia serve to illustrate medical sci-

ence’s conception of the mind and the body as separate 

entities, a concept that, as Fay Bound Alberti argues, 

was important for the emergence of material medi-

cine.26 Mental processes were relocated to the brain in 

medical thought. These processes then acted on the 

physical self, meaning that the emotional experience 

was felt by the body, but was not of the body.27  This 

led to a medical treatment of neurasthenia that predom-

inantly focussed on righting the mental ills of the pa-

tient, removing them from overtaxing mental work – or 
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any mental work in the case of women – and allowing 

physical health to follow.  

Although physicians largely considered the 

causes of neurasthenia to be rooted modern industrial 

life, through the medical diagnosis of neurasthenia, 

Americans also created a way to understand the ways in 

which emotions affected their bodies.  Lassitude, de-

pression, and anxiety were all emotions associated with 

a neurasthenic patient and pointed the physician in the 

direction of diagnosis.28 The ways in which the disease 

manifested itself, however, could be quite complex.  On 

one hand, the strain of modern life on the body had 

physical manifestations such as exhaustion or weak-

ness, in turn creating emotional and mental distress. On 

the other hand, an excess of emotions, not originally 

stemming from a neurasthenic condition, such as “great 

grief, emotional strain of any kind, and prolonged anxi-

ety” themselves could also cause neurasthenia.29   As 

one physician wrote, “the effects of a sudden severe 

emotion are often very much like those of exhaustion or 

over-functioning.”30  The medical profession thus be-

lieved that the impact of emotions on the body could be 

as powerful as the effects of modern civilization.   

Although Victorian emotionology did not man-

date the regulation of all emotion, emotional rebellions 

in the form of anger, fear, and sadness - all believed to 

be present in cases of neurasthenia - still lay outside of 

acceptable Victorian emotional expressions and could 

thus be pathologized. Stories like “The Yellow Wallpa-

per” by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, herself a diagnosed 

neurasthenic, reveal the ways in which in the diagnoses 

and prescribed cures for emotional, neurasthenic wom-
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en embodied Victorian emotional expectations.31  Vic-

torian emotional norms expected women to find joy in 

motherhood, fulfillment in domestic life, and when they 

did not, women’s emotional experiences were patholo-

gized. While there was no one cure for neurasthenic 

women, commonly prescribed was the cessation of all 

unnecessary ‘mental work’ and increased contact with 

their children and homes, which ironically for Gilman 

were the very conditions that caused her illness in the 

first place.32   In contrast, physicians advised neuras-

thenic men to spend more time outdoors, to enjoy 

cleaner air, or even to travel to the West to enjoy a 

rougher, more natural life.33  The cure for neurasthenia, 

therefore, was the relegation of men and women to their 

proper gender and emotional roles.  This was essential 

to maintaining and advancing American ‘civilization.’ 

For physicians and cultural critics alike the very 

presence of neurasthenia indicated the level of ‘civiliza-

tion’ that Americans had reached.  As Beard wrote, 

“higher culture and sensitive nerves react to slight irri-

tation; while low culture and insensitive nerves require 

strong irritation.”34  One’s susceptibility to the strains 
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of modern life could thus be a sign of the higher level 

of civilization that they occupied.  Lacking the intense-

ly emotional, inherently virile qualities of the ‘lower 

races’ or their own ancestors, it made sense that modern 

men were more vulnerable to the shocks of the new in-

dustrial, urban society.  However, these emotional ex-

pressions still proved problematic. Not only did exces-

sive expression of emotion lie outside of accepted Vic-

torian emotional standards, but also the sheer number of 

middle-class people deviating from the emotional norm 

throughout American society alarmed both physicians 

and social critics.  Labelling emotional expressions that 

deviated from cultural expectations as neurasthenia 

brought these emotional experiences back into the fold.  

The blame for emotional outbursts and physical degen-

eration lay not in the actions or wilful deviance of indi-

viduals, but in factors outside of their control.  

 Scholars such as F.G. Gosling and Joyce M. 

Ray have argued that the value of neurasthenia for his-

torians lies in the fact that “physicians’ statements re-

garding the disease were comprised more of social and 

cultural elements than of scientific knowledge.”35  Cer-

tainly doctors’ descriptions of the disease were less than 

scientific, often employing out-dated medical terminol-

ogy rather than their more ‘rational’ medical science.36  

Furthermore, where physicians did attempt to frame the 

disease in the language of rational medical science, 
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their explanations were vague and there was no consen-

sus within the medical community on their proofs.37  

Nor did the public base their acceptance of the disease 

on any ‘rational’ or ‘scientific’ proofs. Indeed, as Ed-

ward Shorter claims, part of the reason Americans so 

widely accepted the notion of neurasthenia was that 

“patients found the notion of suffering from a physical 

disorder of the nerves far more reassuring than learning 

that their problem was insanity.”38  This indicates that 

there was another basis for social acceptance of the dis-

ease aside from medical science.  Emotions such as 

anxiety and fear acted as strong motivation for both 

medical and lay acceptance of neurasthenia.   

Fears of cultural weakness were especially sig-

nificant in the acceptance of neurasthenia as a legiti-

mate medical condition.  Bederman claims that that the 

emergence of neurasthenia as a medical condition was 

“in part an effort to construct the cultural weakness of 

self-restrained manliness as a bodily weakness, and to 

‘cure’ it.”39  In her study of fear, Bourke observes that 

the word ‘fear’ is used “to refer to an immediate, objec-

tive threat while anxiety refers to an anticipated, subjec-

tive threat.”40  By conceiving of the perceived weak-
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nesses in American society as a functional, diagnosable 

disease, Americans were involved in a process of trans-

forming larger cultural anxieties into what was, for 

them, an “immediate, objective threat.”  Once anxieties 

had been transformed into something more tangible, 

Americans could better work out how to address both 

the disease and the larger issues that caused it.   

 

“Weakness is a Crime”: Physical Culture’s Refash-

ioning of the Nervous American  

 

 Physical culture was just as attuned to the per-

ceived social and cultural problems and anxieties of the 

age as the medical profession, and it offered a program 

that both worked within and radically broke with mid-

dle-class Victorian emotional sensibilities. Often direct-

ly challenging the teachings of medical science, physi-

cal culturists claimed that disease was a sign of an indi-

vidual’s violation of nature rather than the result of fac-

tors outside of a person’s control, such as bacteria or, in 

the case of neurasthenia, the conditions of modern life.   

While physical culture undeniably stemmed from larger 

social and cultural fears about the physical and mental 

weakness of the white middle class, the movement 

largely focused on individual bodies.  As such, the 

emergence of physical culture signified the translation 

of collective fears to the individual, who literally em-

bodied these fears.  In an era in which the magazine 

emerged as a part of mass culture, periodicals like 

Physical Culture played a particularly important role in 

rendering larger fears into fears about the individual 

body, combining emotional language with shocking 

visuals of both ideal and ailing physiques.41  The print-
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ed word of physical culture proved a powerful tool in 

the shaping of readers’ emotional responses to illness, 

the body, and health.  

 Like many intellectuals and cultural critics in 

American society, physical culturists were very con-

cerned with the prevalence of neurasthenics that they 

observed within the ranks of the middle class.  Howev-

er, the ways in which groups like the medical profes-

sion and physical culturists viewed neurasthenia dif-

fered, especially regarding its causes.  As Bernarr 

Macfadden wrote in Physical Culture, “Excessive men-

tal work is considered to be the most usual cause, 

though this is often an error.”42  For Macfadden, the 

causes of neurasthenia were most often rooted in the 

body, rather than the mind citing specifically “overwork 

of the digestive organs,” lack of “sufficient exercise,” 

and stimulants such as drugs or coffee.43  Physical Cul-

ture’s prescription for the cure also differed radically 

from the medical profession.  Eschewing “unnatural” 

cures, Macfadden advocated wearing as little clothing 

as one possibly could, a largely raw diet, periodic fast-

ing, and exercise.44 Still, while Macfadden placed the 

causes and cures of neurasthenia within the physical 

body, he reminded readers “that the mental influence is 
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very great in remedying a trouble of this kind, and you 

should endeavour to put everything aside which is like-

ly to cause needless worry or irritation.”45 

 For physicians like Beard, one of the signs of 

predisposition to neurasthenia was “fine organization… 

distinguished from the coarse by fine, soft hair, delicate 

skin, nicely chiselled features, small bones, tapering 

extremities, and frequently by a muscular system com-

paratively small and feeble.”46  A fine disposition was 

not a cause of despair; rather, it indicated “a superior 

intellect” and “a strong and active emotional nature.”47  

Physical culturists disagreed.  In an article appearing in 

Physical Culture in 1899 that countered the claim that 

muscle was bad for the intellect, Macfadden wrote, “the 

brain is not developed at the expense of the muscular 

system, nor is the muscular system developed at the ex-

pense of the brain.”48  These beliefs directly challenged 

Victorian beliefs about the emotional and physical lives 

of the ‘civilized’ class; bodily weakness was no longer 

a sign of a more finely tuned emotional sensibility.  

This could eliminate individual despair at poor health 

and nervous tendencies as necessary aspects of the 

middle class and transform them into something that 

could be cured.  However, at the same time, Physical 

Culture’s claims meant that weak and flabby bodies 

were a problem as they no longer indicated any kind of 

middle-class superiority, but rather revealed that, in 

general, American society lived improperly.   
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Countering Beard’s suppositions, Physical Cul-

ture argued that a strong body was the foundation of a 

balanced emotional, intellectual, and spiritual life.  As 

one contributor wrote, “Man’s foundation is his phy-

sique.  The soul is the superstructure. The mind and the 

spirit are component parts.”49  Here Physical Culture 

challenged the primacy of the mind in medical accounts 

of diseases such as neurasthenia.  Instead of merely act-

ing on the body, emotions could be situated within it.50  

One physical culturist pondered, “Where would the 

‘woman’s love’ be if we robbed her of her breasts? And 

where were masculine virility unless the male sex were 

in possession of other equally radical organs.”51  An-

other article claimed, “Mental and physical culture are 

correlated and complementary.”52 For physical cultur-

ists, health of the body was the key to a strong intellect 

and maintenance of one’s body was a prerequisite to 

emotional balance.  
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 In its mission to problematize the idea that weak 

bodies were part and parcel with intellect and that drugs 

were the cure for illness, Physical Culture employed 

emotionally charged language. Macfadden emblazoned 

the motto “Weakness is a Crime” on the front of every 

magazine, equating frail bodies with deviance, sin, and 

unnaturalness.  Physical Culture described the everyday 

American as “wretched, weak and weary victims of 

disease,” asking them “Does the pain, the misery of life 

ever become excruciatingly unbearable?”53  Such lan-

guage further challenged middle-class Americans’ as-

sumption that nervousness was an ordinary part of civi-

lized life, spurring emotional responses to the condition 

of their bodies.  In spurning weak bodies and praising 

strong ones, Physical Culture invoked negative emo-

tional reactions to descriptors of the physical body like 

“frail,” “flabby,” “feeble,” “anaemic,” “hollow-

chested,” and “undeveloped.”  In doing so, physical 

culturists attempted to teach Americans to feel misera-

ble and ashamed of the condition of their bodies and 

conversely, pride and happiness in the virile body.  In 

an article ironically entitled “Be Open Minded,” Physi-

cal Culture writer John R. Coryell wrote, “Let us have a 

revised code of morals.  Henceforth that person is im-

pure who overeats: that person is vicious who does not 

take proper exercise: uncleanliness is criminal: ill-

health is punishable by starvation and enforced la-

bour.” 54   In using such inflammatory language, the 

writers of Physical Culture attempted to teach readers 

to feel shame at their “unnatural” habits and to fear the 

consequences of their unhealthy lifestyles.  
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Fear played other roles in the physical culture 

movement.  Commercially-minded individuals like 

Bernarr Macfadden could capitalize on American socie-

ty’s fears about both their degeneration as a class and 

their own personal neurasthenic tendencies in order to 

promote their methodologies and products.  Periodicals 

like Physical Culture participated in “muckraking,” a 

term popularized by President Theodore Roosevelt to 

describe journalists who tended to press for reform in 

magazines and newspapers.55 Physical Culture attempt-

ed to shift the fear of illnesses such as neurasthenia to 

physicians, claiming that medical science “enables one 

particular individual, or class of individuals, to prey up-

on another.” 56   Since it was easily cured by natural 

means, physical culturists did not consider neurasthenia 

the most dangerous problem in American society; ra-

ther, the medical profession and its ‘criminal’ ignorance 

of the havoc wreaked by unnatural “cures” was at the 

root of widespread disease.57  While there is no doubt 
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that physical culturists truly believed in the dangers of 

the medical profession, fear still functioned as a useful 

tool to obtain authority over American health.    

 Far from merely fomenting despair, fear, and 

shame, Physical Culture offered hope of attaining 

health to its readers. As one article claimed, “However 

poor your health may be, and however your body may 

have deteriorated as a result of the ravages of disease, 

there is yet opportunity for improvement.” 58  Various 

articles of the magazine proclaimed the promise of re-

covery loudly, with titles such as “Remarkable Recov-

ery of Health,” “The Sufferer Who Cured Dropsy by 

Fasting Forty Days,” and “The Virtues of Our Methods 

Proven.” 59  Neurasthenics, “harassed by imaginary 

fears,” could take comfort in physical culture’s simple, 

straightforward, and effective cure for their illness.60  

Proponents of physical culture described the joys of ex-

ercise and health in effusive and often almost sexual 

manners; one author described the feeling generated by 

exercise as “the delicious intoxication that comes at 

times to those who possess the blessing of superb, pul-

sating health.”61  This description of joy became all the 

more powerful when contrasted with the despair and 

anxiety associated with poor health.  Physical Culture 
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also encouraged readers to send in testimonies of their 

success in their physical culture endeavours.62  In doing 

so, the magazine allowed readers to participate in a 

space in which they collectively expressed the joys of 

health and pride in the well-developed body.63    

Indeed, many of Physical Culture’s dictates fit 

within Victorian emotionology’s stress on positive ra-

ther than negative emotions.  Emphasizing cheerfulness 

and optimism, a 1904 article warned readers to look out 

for “the man who tries to discourage everything and 

everybody!”64 The Victorian emotional standard could 

accept physical culturists’ joy at good health and an os-

tensibly nonsexual love of the ideal bodies depicted in 

the movement’s publications. 65   These emotions en-

couraged positive action within Victorian society; after 

all, to aspire to a higher level of physical strength was 

rational for both the individual and the nation.66  Victo-

rian rationality made other appearances within the pag-

es of Physical Culture.  Although the magazine could 
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Macfadden, “Physical Culture City an Early Possibil-

ity,” Physical Culture 12, no. 6 (1904), 574.  

64. “The Mental Realm: Mental Sunshine, 
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cess,” Physical Culture 12, no. 6 (1904), 513.  

65. Michael Anton Budd, The Sculpture Ma-

chine: Physical Culture and Body Politics in the Age of 

Empire (New York: New York University Press, 1997), 

79.  

66. Budd, The Sculpture Machines, 61. 
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use strongly negative language to describe sedentary 

lifestyles and dangerous medical science, individual 

despair was neither useful nor rational; indeed, pessi-

mism inevitably led to a worsening of one’s physical 

condition and, by extension, emotional state.  Physical 

Culture therefore derided these emotions, commanding 

readers to “let go of all petty jealousies, gloomy fore-

bodings, degrading habits, worry and unbelief.”67  Thus 

while Physical Culture provided a space where readers 

could express their emotions, the magazine in many 

ways only provided for emotional expression that re-

flected its ideology and remained within the constraints 

of Victorian emotionology.  

While Physical Culture’s descriptions of health 

frequently fit within the confines of Victorian emo-

tionology, physical culturists did test the limits of these 

boundaries and often overstepped them.  Physical cul-

turists’ open and frank treatment of sexuality often led 

to public outrage and, in extreme cases, to arrests for 

violations of federal obscenity laws.68  In contrast to 

Victorian avoidance of fear, physical culturists actively 

used the emotion to criticize certain practices of medi-

cal science such as vaccination or surgery, and to advo-

cate their own methods.69  Similarly, publications such 

as Physical Culture emphasized stories of illness and 

death in order to illustrate the dangers of neglecting 

one’s body and personal health.70  Anger directed to-

                                                        
67. “The Mental Realm,” 514.  

68. Ernst, Weakness is a Crime, 47.  

69. A. Opperman, MD, “Vaccination is One of 

the Main Causes of Cancer and Consumption,” Physi-

cal Culture 8, no. 3 (1902), 171-173; S.M.V. “Vaccina-

tion Victims,” Physical Culture 10, no. 2 (1903), 125. 

70. For example, Physical Culture reported 

President McKinley’s death, claiming that he failed to 
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wards the injurious practices of a ‘greedy’ medical pro-

fession also made frequent appearances in physical cul-

ture writings.   

Likewise, despite advising against pessimism 

and despair, Physical Culture itself could provoke these 

feelings.  When individuals failed to achieve the health 

that the magazine promised they could achieve, indi-

viduals reported feelings ranging from disappointment 

to hopelessness.71   Responding to individuals’ despair 

when its health advice seemingly failed them, Physical 

Culture shifted the blame onto the reader. If dietary and 

exercise advice did not work, it was because the reader 

had performed them improperly, not because physical 

culture had failed; disease was “the result of the vic-

tim’s own ignorance or carelessness.”72  Thus, not only 

were readers to blame for the state of physical deterio-

ration of their bodies before they attempted a physical 

culture routine, but they were also personally responsi-

ble for the failure of that routine. Physicians had shifted 

the blame for emotional outbursts from the individual to 

the conditions of modern life. Physical Culture reversed 

this process, transforming the causes of disease from 

pretensions of civilization to the individual and their 

body.  

Physical Culture thus functioned as a space in 

which proponents and followers of physical culture 

                                                                                                        
recover because physicians both allowed him to ingest 

solid food too soon and treated him with drugs. Charles 

E. Page, “The Lesson of the Late President’s Case,” 

Physical Culture 6, no. 1 (1901), 59-61.   

71. “Question Department,” Physical Culture 

10, no. 2 (1903), 175.  

72. “Question Department,” Physical Culture 6, no. 1 

(1901), 16; Macfadden, “The Editor’s Belief,” Physical 

Culture 1, no. 1 (1899), 3.  
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could express a whole range of emotional experiences. 

Both contributors to the magazine and readers who 

wrote in articulated emotions like fear, joy, sadness, 

despair, and worry.  The dialogue between magazine 

and readership influenced individuals’ emotional reac-

tions to bodies, teaching them that weakness was a 

crime and that the healthy and fit body was a represen-

tation of happiness, virility, and the joys of a natural 

life.  Physical Culture endorsed a view that emotions 

and the body were inseparable which had consequences 

for the ways in which physical culturists viewed and 

treated disorders like neurasthenia.  A healthy body 

meant a stable emotional life, freed from the detri-

mental effects of modern and unnatural living.   

 

Conclusion 

 

 This paper has examined the physical culture 

movement using Joanna Bourke’s theoretical approach 

for the history of emotion, through investigation of the 

movement within the context of Victorian emotionolo-

gy and through the construction of emotion in the lan-

guage of Physical Culture magazine.  In her work, 

Bourke has pointed out the problems that the emo-

tionology approach poses concerning the physiology of 

emotions, which are not present within texts.  While not 

representative of the entire Victorian emotional experi-

ence, neurasthenia provides a point of entry into the 

physiology of emotions in the United States as the lit-

eral embodiment of turn-of-the-century anxieties.  In 

transforming the emotional experiences of the middle 

class into a medical disorder, feelings that lay outside of 

the emotion-rules of the era could be cured.  

Physical culture’s understanding of neurasthenia 

differed greatly from that of the medical profession in 

that for physical culturists, neurasthenia more often 
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stemmed from physical deterioration than from over-

stimulation of the nerves.  This placed the physical 

body in an important role in the creation and articula-

tion of emotion, and as the foundation for a stable emo-

tional life.  Still, in responding to neurasthenia, physical 

culture remained largely within the parameters of the 

Victorian emotionology described by Stearns, empha-

sizing positive feelings garnered through physical vig-

our and warning of the dangers of negative feelings 

such as despair or pessimism for bodily health. At the 

same time, however, physical culture employed strong-

ly negative emotional language in describing weakness 

and ill health, expressing a palpable anger that Victori-

an emotionology could not accept.  

 Physical Culture magazine facilitated and 

communicated the beliefs and emotions of the move-

ment through the written word.  Not only did Physical 

Culture communicate its own beliefs, it encouraged 

readers to join the conversation, creating a space for the 

communication of emotions that shaped the ways in 

which followers of physical culture experienced the 

movement and influenced the ways in which they felt 

about their bodies.  The written word in the magazine 

could express elation at success in the quest for health; 

anger and fear at slothful living or the medical profes-

sion’s practices; and shame at the undeveloped body or 

the failure to achieve physical health. Physical Culture 

thus created a vibrant emotional culture within its pages 

that, in an era in which the magazine came to occupy a 

greater role in American life, had the potential to influ-

ence both the movement as a whole and larger Ameri-

can culture.  

 The physical culture movement mobilized emo-

tions extremely effectively, partially indicated by the 

longevity of the movement. Physical Culture magazine 

lasted into the second half of the twentieth century, 
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reaching twenty thousand readers in 1954, and was in-

strumental in shaping our modern day emotional expe-

rience of health and fitness.73  In a body-conscious age 

many people continue to be keenly aware of the physi-

cal appearance of their bodies.  Flabby, weak, and un-

developed bodies, associated with laziness and unnatu-

ral living, still evoke negative emotions in popular cul-

ture.  Similarly, the strong, well-developed body con-

tinues to be associated with positive emotions such as 

happiness and pride.  Health and positive body image 

can, in many ways, figure prominently in the individu-

al’s level of happiness insofar as one meets the cultural 

standard of fitness and appearance, or conversely, inso-

far as one does not measure up.  Indeed, emotional ex-

perience, either good or bad, remains central to physical 

health more than one hundred years later 

  

                                                        
73. Theodore Bernard Peterson, Magazines in 

the Twentieth Century (Urbana: University of Illinois 

Press, 1956), 247.   
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British Imperialism as Counter-Revolution 

from 1870 to 1914 

Liane Hewitt 

 
Introduction 

 

 New Imperialism, or the wave of empire-

building pursued by European great powers beginning 

in the late 1870s and climaxing in 1914, cannot accu-

rately be explained in isolation from their national his-

tories, specifically the “social question” created by 

industrialization.  The historian Geoff Eley reminds us 

that European workers had no stake in the established 

political and economic order.1 Thus, when they pro-

gressively began to organize themselves after the 1848 

revolutions around socialist programmes for wholesale 

reform of industrial capitalism, ruling elites felt fun-

damentally threatened. 2   Beginning in the 1870s 

through to 1914, labour mobilization reached a fever 

pitch in West European countries with the onset of 

mass-unionism and mass-politics.3 By the 1880s, vir-

tually every European country had a working-class 

party. 

It is no coincidence that this mounting threat of 

revolution stands as the domestic backdrop for the new 

wave of European imperial expansion. Indeed, during 

this period, imperialism was “nearly always debated as 

a domestic issue” in the British House of Commons – 

                                                        
 1. Geoff Eley, Forging Democracy: The His-

tory of the Left in Europe, 1850-2000 (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2002), 47. 

2. Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire, 1875-

1914 (New York: Vintage, 1989), 12. 

3. Ibid., 63. For instance, by the 1880s, virtually 

every European country had a working-class party.   
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particularly as “a solution to the problem of poverty and 

the dangers of civil unrest at home.”4 After attending a 

meeting in 1895 of unemployed workers in London’s 

East End (poor slum district), the British colonial ad-

ministrator and ardent Liberal-Imperialist Cecil Rhodes 

declared that, amidst the cries for bread and bubbling 

radicalisation, he became more firmly convinced than 

ever before of the need to maintain Britain’s Empire, in 

order to prevent “civil war” from breaking out at 

home. 5   In fact, historian Bernard Porter has shown 

Britain’s imperial project was driven by the ruling elites 

along with the upper-middle class who were mostly 

Liberal-Imperialists like Rhodes.6 One of their central 

motivations was to use the Empire to resolve the “social 

question” by increasing workers’ stake in the estab-

lished social order. Pro-imperialist elites attempted to 

achieve this by: 1) enacting social reforms that depend-

ed upon the Empire, but perhaps more importantly, 2) 

efforts to build imperial patriotism, which hopefully 

would foster loyalty to the British state that trumped 

workers’ class interest. In this broad sense, British New 

Imperialism can be qualified as “defensive domestic 

policy,” just as Hans Ulrich Wehler convincingly ar-

                                                        
4. Bernard Porter, The Absent-Minded Impe-

rialists (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 

106.   

6. Cited in Heinz Gollwitzer, Europe in the 

Age of Imperialism, 1880-1914 (New York: Har-

court, Brace and World, 1969), 136. 

7. Liberal-Imperialists made up an important 

faction of British Liberals and political elites more gen-

erally. Porter, Absent-Minded Imperialists,   226.   
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gued was the case for German imperial expansion from 

1871 to 1918.7 

 

Establishing the Link between Great Britain’s Em-

pire and its Exceptional Social Stability 

 

 Imperialism as defensive domestic policy in 

Great Britain began before the 1870s. It certainly has 

been noticed that the British Isles averted the pan-

European revolutionary tide of the 1848 “Spring of the 

Nations.” This particularity, however, cannot be ex-

plained away by the mythologised thesis of cultural ex-

ceptionalism, whereby Britons are said by nature to 

value gradualism and moderation over the radical Jaco-

bite spirit of their continental neighbours. Instead, it is 

important to consider that at the time, Great Britain had 

the greatest overseas empire in the world whose geo-

graphic expanse and naval might dwarfed that of all the 

other European great powers.8 Historian Miles Taylor 

argues that the exceptional social stability and mainte-

nance of public order in Great Britain throughout the 

1840s would have been “impossible without its em-

pire.”9 Indeed, the absence of a revolutionary eruption 

in 1848 was not due to a lack of radical organization: 

the Chartist working-class movement pushed for sys-

temic reforms, such as the extension of the franchise, 

                                                        
8. Hans Ulrich Wehler, The German Empire 

1871-1918, trans. Kim Traynor (Leamington Spa, 

Warwickshire, UK: Berg Publishers, 1985).  

9. Eagle Glassheim, “New Imperialism” (lec-

ture, University of British Colombia, Vancouver, B.C., 

Jan. 27, 2014). 

10. Miles Taylor, “The 1848 Revolutions and 

the British Empire,” Past & Present 166 (2000): 

152. 
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between 1838 and 1858.10  At the same time, the Feni-

ans’ mounting threat of Irish national revolt against the 

Crown also formed an ominous cloud. Thus, Great 

Britain escaped a revolutionary eruption akin to those in 

Paris and Vienna, not because there was no threat of 

insurrection, but rather because its Empire served as a 

“safety valve for metropolitan tensions” by diffusing 

them to the colonies.11 

 Empire acted as a “safety valve” in two ways. 

First, the strategic deportation to the colonies of the key 

Chartist and Irish nationalist leaders proved instrumen-

tal to the British state’s successful quelling of both 

movements. Vast possibilities for emigration created an 

outlet for growing population pressures and unemploy-

ment problems that were two key ingredients for fo-

menting radicalizing social unrest. Indeed, the contem-

porary politician Edward Gibbon Wakefield, who was a 

prominent partisan of Great Britain’s early colonisation 

of New South Wales and New Zealand, argued that 

“state-assisted emigration was the means of averting 

Chartism and socialism at home.”12 Empire also facili-

tated domestic social reforms which pacified British 

workers’ grievances and reduced the appeal of revolu-

tion by offering them even a slight vested interest in the 

state and established social order. For instance, during 

the 1840s successive British governments cut the bur-

den of indirect taxation on workers by shifting it onto 

the colonies, which in turn fuelled revolutionary unrest 

                                                        
11. Eley defines Chartism as the “first mass po-

litical movement of the industrial working class” that 

encompassed both factory workers and the pre-

industrial artisanal or crafts associations and guilds. 

(Eley, Forging Democracy, 19).    

12. Ibid., 151.  

13. Cited in ibid., 159.   
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in the Empire’s periphery.13  In other words, Great Brit-

ain did not avert the 1848 wave of revolutions so much 

as its Empire diffused and relocated revolutionary ten-

sions to its colonies, including Canada and Jamaica. 

The emancipation of British workers occurred 

slower or at least to a less radical degree than in other 

European countries. For one, the extension of the fran-

chise in 1884 to farmers and labourers in the country-

side already had been introduced in most European 

countries two decades earlier. 14  More importantly, 

working-class political parties emerged on the continent 

during the 1870s and 1880s, while the British Labour 

Party only formed in 1900. 15 Since the defeat of Chart-

ism and until 1900, British labourers had rallied behind 

the Liberal Party, which needless to say pursued a non-

revolutionary agenda. 16  Moreover, the Labour Party 

itself was non-revolutionary and thus not fully socialist 

since it largely operated within the traditional “liberal 

framework” – a point we will revisit later in more de-

tail. 17  In sum, the relative moderation of the British 

working-class and the muted nature of its class warfare 

during the nineteenth century marked Great Britain 

apart from the rest of Europe. We will now examine 

how this exceptional social stability was intimately tied 

to Great Britain’s unique Empire. 

                                                        
14. Ibid., 158.  

15. The 1884 Reform Act gave the vote to farm-

ers and workers in the countryside, while the 1867 Re-

form Act had only extended the franchise to the skilled 

urban working class. (Taylor, “The 1848 Revolutions,” 
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16. Eley, Forging Democracy, 15.  

17. Ibid., 65; Gollwitzer, Europe in the Age of 

Imperialism, 137.  

18. Eley, Forging Democracy, 65.  
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How Imperialism Targeted the Masses & Attempted 

to Pacify the Threat of Revolution 

 

 As mentioned in the introduction, empire-

building occurred alongside the advancing progress of 

democratisation which accelerated from 1880 up to 

1914. In Great Britain, New Imperialism refers less to a 

new wave of colonial acquisition, than to a shift in the 

nature of the imperial project. Since its foundation in 

the 1500s, Bernard Porter notes that elites founded, 

drove and administered the British Empire; it rested 

neither upon broad domestic popular support or direct 

state sponsorship. There was therefore no British “im-

perial culture” or imperial national identity.18 However 

a profound shift occurred around 1880, when imperial-

ists began pushing the British state to invest great ef-

forts into bringing the workers, along with the peasants 

and general population, in on the imperial project. 19 

This campaign essentially amounted to using the Em-

pire to give labourers a material stake in the established 

social order, and to build popular loyalty to the state 

that would trump any potential loyalty to class or 

worse, the Marxist banner of the workers’ international. 

 Imperialism and the progress of social reform, 

which had quickened pace in the 1880s and had begun 

to substantially improve the living and working condi-

tions of the poor masses, were fundamentally inter-

twined both in practice and in the mind of British impe-

rialists.20 We have seen how this was already the case 

                                                        
19. Porter, The Absent-Minded Imperialists, 18.  

20. Ibid., 19.  

21. This was a trend across Europe. By 1914, 

Great Britain had legalised trade unions and had in-

stituted educational reform, national insurance, old-
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in 1848 when the burden of taxation on workers was 

shifted onto the colonies. In the late nineteenth century, 

Liberal-Imperialists marshalled a Social-Darwinist im-

perative for social reform, purporting that Great Brit-

ain’s empire depended upon it. It was a common-place 

to hear politicians claim that maintaining a strong Em-

pire required a unified and healthy “imperial race.”21 

Thus, it was considered particularly pressing to improve 

the paltry living conditions of the urban poor, and pro-

vide them access to public education. One of the most 

prominent British Liberal-Imperialists, Lord Roseberry, 

articulated the interdependence of social reform and 

empire in this way: 

 

“An Empire such as ours requires as its first condi-

tion an imperial race – a race vigorous, and indus-

trious, and intrepid…[I]n the rookeries and slums 

which still survive, an imperial race cannot be 

reared…Remember that where you promote health 

and arrest disease, where you convert an unhealthy 

citizen into a healthy one, where you exercise your 

authority to promote sanitary conditions and sup-

press those which are the reverse, you in doing your 

duty are also working for the Empire.”22 

 

The reverse was also true. Liberal and even socialist 

and Fabian reformers argued that the “welfare of the 

                                                                                                        
age pensions and an eight-hour workday for miners 

in 1908 (Semmel, 128). (unsure if this is correct cita-

tion) Bernard Semmel, Imperialism and Social Re-

form: English Social-Imperial Thought 1895-1914 

(London: Allen & Unwin, 1960). 

22. Ibid., 16.  

23. Cited in Ibid., 53. (Italics added). 
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working class” depended upon a strong empire.23 Ac-

cording to Cecil Rhodes—one of the most fervent ad-

vocates of British imperialism—the Empire was a 

“matter of bread,” by which he meant that it was the 

only thing that stood between the starvation of “at least 

half the [British] population” and the inevitable evolu-

tion that would erupt from such a dire situation.24 It is 

for this reason, as he maintained in 1895, that the Em-

pire could prevent the radicalisation of workers and the 

consequent outbreak of civil war.25 

Although in Germany it is evident that Bis-

marck’s social reforms, including the first introduction 

of old age pensions in Europe, were instituted with the 

primary purpose of staving off the threat of socialism, 

the link is not as evident in Great Britain’s case. 26 

Nonetheless, it remains significant that imperialism and 

social reform were often pushed for in tandem by Brit-

ish elites. The latter were consciously aiming to prevent 

the realisation of Marx’s prophecy: that capitalism 

would inevitably be overthrown by a proletarian revolu-

tion because ever-worsening living conditions and spi-

ralling wages would push workers into the ground.27 

Beyond providing economic benefits to the mass-

es, British elites hoped New Imperialism would build 

the idea of a national identity and national interest that 

transcended all factional interests of mass-movements 

                                                        
24. Ibid., 226.  

25. Cited in Ibid., 76-7.   

26. Cited in Gollwitzer, Europe in the Age of 

Imperialism, 137.  

27. Wehler, The German Empire, 95; Semmel, 

Imperialism and Social Reform, 103; Gollwitzer, Eu-
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28. Semmel, Imperialism and Social Reform, 
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threatening the status quo.28  In a speech he delivered in 

1903, Joseph Chamberlain, then British Secretary of 

State for the Colonies and campaigner for tariff and ed-

ucational reform, “thanked God that the working men 

are now, as they have always been, patriots…[who] 

always put first in their creed the welfare of the king-

dom and the welfare of the Empire.”29 It is not critically 

important whether Chamberlain was correct in his 

claim that British labourers were loyal to the state 

above all else – this would be very difficult to deter-

mine. Instead, his pronouncement articulates one of the 

central designs of New Imperialism to cultivate a pro-

imperialist sentiment among the working class.30 Let us 

now turn to look at the ways in which this end was pur-

sued. 

As demonstrated above, imperialism was linked 

with social reform, and it is widely recognised that re-

ceiving benefits from the state transforms the masses 

into stake-holders in the established order. Thus, the 

need for and the appeal of revolution, which was the 

logic behind Bismarck’s reform agenda that became the 

model for British social reform in the late nineteenth 

century, decreased.31 Imperialism also fostered loyalty 

to the state in other ways. For instance, the mass media 

of the day (mostly newspapers) played up the escalating 

imperial rivalries between European great powers. It 

                                                        
29. Gollwitzer, Europe in the Age of Imperial-

ism, 138; Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire, 70, 103, 305; 

Wehler, The German Empire, 174.  

30. Semmel, Imperialism and Social Reform, 

86.  

31. Porter, The Absent-Minded Imperialists, 

224-6.  

32. Semmel, Imperialism and Social Reform, 

12.  
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fostered patriotism around appeals to growing popular 

“fears of [imminent] foreign invasion” originally 

fuelled by public discourse.32 In addition, colonial ex-

pansion was presented in the mass media as a cause 

emanating from the single and “general national inter-

est” – a wholly new concept at the time.33 

New Imperialism can be seen as part of a larger 

project of state-building and state-directed patriotism 

during the nineteenth century in both Britain and the 

continent. Essentially, the campaign aimed at “institu-

tionalising” popular loyalty to the established order 

through appeals to the Empire.34  Public education and 

compulsory military service were integral pillars of this 

project. In Great Britain, middle class children educated 

in public schools were inculcated and persuaded of the 

justifications for the Empire.35 Crucial to this process 

were the shaping of national curricula and official state 

holidays and imperial exhibitions, such as the “Empire 

Day” celebration in public schools in 1902.36 Second, in 

the early nineteenth century, European governments 

and ruling classes began favouring conscript armies as 

they emulated the successful model of the Napoleonic 

French state. Beyond being more effective at fighting 

off external and internal threats of subversion, conscript 

                                                        
33. Eley, Forging Democracy, 91.  

34. Arne Perras, “Colonial Agitation and the 

Bismarckian State: The Case of Carl Peters,” in Wil-

helminism and its Legacies: German Modernities, 

Imperialism, and the Meanings of Reform, 1890-

1930, ed. Geoff Eley and James Retallack (New 

York: Berghahn Books, 2003), 160.   

35. Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire, 70. 

36. Porter, The Absent-Minded Imperialists, 72-
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37. Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire, 70.  
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armies were attractive because, in contrast to a profes-

sional or mercenary army, they bolstered the status quo 

by inculcating loyalty to the state among the common 

people.  Needless to say, increasing militarism and the 

expansion of a large army and navy were both inherent-

ly part of New Imperialism, since military strength con-

stituted the backbone of colonial rule. Seen in this light, 

it becomes highly relevant that Great Britain had by far 

the largest army and navy of the European great pow-

ers. 

 

Determining the Success of “Social-Imperialism” in 

Great Britain 

 

 So far, we have established that one of the cen-

tral motivations and objectives of British New Imperial-

ism was to tie the increasingly mobilised workers to the 

imperial state and thereby pacify the threat of revolu-

tion. It is another point entirely to argue the concrete 

efforts directed toward this goal were successful. As-

sessing whether workers’ loyalty to their respective 

states increased during the fin-de-siècle, and then de-

termining whether this was a result of imperialism in 

particular is a difficult task indeed. Bernard Porter con-

cluded after extensive research that British workers 

were indifferent, even oblivious to the Empire’s very 

existence, nor did they consider themselves to have a 

stake in it.37 Yet at the same time, socialists’ national 

loyalties in Europe were deepened during the fin-de-
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siècle and their loyalties to an international workers’ 

revolution were weakened.38 

By focusing on the years 1870 to 1914, it does ap-

pear at first that British imperialism failed to unify Brit-

ish society and transcend the threat of class conflict. 

Instead of being abated, as Cecil Rhodes had hoped in 

1895, the domestic crisis of the established social order 

in Great Britain, and Europe more generally, only deep-

ened during the fin-de-siècle. Open class confrontation 

intensified through the 1880s to 1914. First, a Europe-

an-wide economic depression triggered in 1873 and 

which persisted until 1896, caused stagnating and even 

falling wages in some cases along with increasing un-

employment in Britain.39 Naturally, workers’ discontent 

rose: in the words of the then Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer David Lloyd George in 1910, the economic 

hardship formed an “ominous cloud of revolution on 

the horizon.” 40  Indeed general labour unrest in the 

country reached a climax from 1890 to 1914 when mass 

demonstrations and nation-wide strikes and protests, 

sometimes violent, became the norm throughout Eu-

rope.41  Labour emancipation reached a paroxysm in the 

first decade of new century. In 1906, the Labour Party, 

only founded six years earlier, won thirty seats in the 

British Parliament, while in the 1912 German federal 

election, the Social-Democratic Party (SPD) claimed 

                                                        
40. For one, it seems they accepted racial su-

premacy doctrines and the “Civilising Mission”. Eley, 
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the plurality of legislative seats which sent alarm bells 

ringing for all European elites. 

The litmus test par excellence for determining the 

success of New Imperialism must be to look at how the 

masses responded to the outbreak of war in 1914 when 

imperial expansion reached its peak. It is very telling 

that in 1914 workers rallied behind their respective “na-

tional battle standards,” willing to both sacrifice their 

lives for their country and to do so by fighting other 

workers. In Great Britain, the Labour Party, along with 

socialist societies, namely the Fabians, fully supported 

the government during the war.42  Likewise, the SPD 

voted the war credits in the Reichstag in August 1914. 

The profound implications of this cannot be over-

estimated. It represents a full abandonment of the Euro-

pean working class’ official commitment to socialist 

revolution, where workers were supposed to rally be-

hind the international working-class banner. Indeed, 

this turn of events decisively shows that in 1914, work-

ers’ bonds of solidarity with their state transcended at-

tachment to their class.43 It also indicates that organized 

labour considered their interests to align significantly 

enough with their state to risk their lives for it, which 

was both a new development and a central goal of New 

Imperialism. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 Overall, this paper has attempted to re-anchor 

European, and in particular British New Imperialism 

into Europe’s modern development and the social trans-

formations it engendered. Simply put, it is not a coinci-
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dence that this new wave of empire building occurred 

against the backdrop of a profound and growing domes-

tic crisis of the established social order in Europe from 

1870 to 1914. This crisis was a product of the progres-

sive advance of mass-democratisation that had been 

propelled forward by the onset of industrialisation and 

the creation of the working-class nearly a century earli-

er. The traditional elites who benefitted from the status 

quo pushed for imperialism partly in the hopes that it 

would quell the threat of revolution by convincing the 

working class that it had a stake in the British state. 

Further research would do well to examine to 

what extent British and other European ruling elites in 

early 1900 considered war to provide another potential 

diversion, akin to imperialism, that could at least halt, if 

not prevent, the imminent tide of revolution that cli-

maxed in the first decade of the twentieth century. In-

deed in 1913, the Head of the London Metropolitan Po-

lice “Special” (that is, political) Branch, Sir Thomas 

Basil, predicted that Great Britain was headed for noth-

ing less than bloody revolution (as had David Lloyd 

George in 1910), “unless there was a European war to 

divert the current.”44 Therefore, it is worth considering 

how there may have been continuity between the first 

“total war” in Europe from 1914 to 1918 and New Im-

perialism. Similar to New Imperialism, World War I 

may have been among other things a form of defensive 

domestic policy achieved through foreign offensive 

means that aimed at securing the loyalty of the general 

population to the state and established social order. 
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Hidden Power: 

Exploring the Roles of Indigenous Women in 

the 18th and 19th Century Pacific 

Tim Garner 
 

When Captain James Cook arrived in Tahiti in 

July 1769, he witnessed young indigenous women 

dancing in a way that greatly alarmed his European 

sensibilities. The Timorodee dance as Cook described 

was performed by 8-10 young women who were 

“danc[ing] a very indecent dance [,] singing most inde-

cent songs, using most indecent actions.”1  Cook was 

not alone among early European explorers in express-

ing shocked sentiments regarding indigenous women in 

the Pacific. Although Europeans observed native wom-

en dancing, trading, and otherwise participating in their 

distinct indigenous cultures, many of these early ex-

plorers and missionaries did not attempt to understand 

what they saw, and instead judged native women ac-

cording to their own moral and sexual expectations.  

Both European and indigenous sources reveal that in-

digenous women in the Pacific affected contact zones 

through various means of cultural and political partici-

pation – however their agency and power often went 

unacknowledged.  

In this paper I will explore European journals, 

indigenous sources, and work by Coll Thrush to argue 

that indigenous women in the Pacific during the eight-

eenth and nineteenth centuries were politically and cul-

                                                        
1. “John Hawksworth, The Unfortunate Com-
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turally engaged, yet were still viewed by Europeans as 

sexual property. Throughout this period indigenous 

women in contact zones were often not entrusted with 

communicative or decision-making powers, but none-

theless affected contact situations in both direct and in-

direct ways. 

 Evidence of the power native women had in fa-

cilitating political and social change during early explo-

ration periods can be found in the indigenous legend 

First Ship Comes to Clatsop County (a traditionally 

Chinook territory in the Pacific Northwest). The legend 

relates the tale of an old Clatsop woman who observed 

a European ship that had arrived on a beach in her terri-

tory – which she believed to be a monster. The old 

woman hurried back to her village and cried to her peo-

ple about the monster on their shore, upon which stood 

hairy bear-people (Europeans). The village, in response 

to the old lady’s tears and tale, rallied their people, 

burned down the European ship, and enslaved the 

ship’s inhabitants. The sale of European slaves and 

goods made the Clatsop people rich.2 In this narrative, 

the local indigenous population embarked on a substan-

tial military endeavor based on the word of an old 

woman. Trusting women (even in serious matters like 

security) was clearly an accepted aspect of Clatsop cul-

ture. Indeed, the story sends the message that by heed-

ing the words of women, a village can increase their 

wealth and power.  

 European explorers were also affected by the 

cultural and political engagement of indigenous women 

in the Pacific. In 1773 William Wales, a member of 

                                                        
2. “The First Ship Comes to Clatsop Country,” 

from Coyote Was Going There: Indian Literature of the 

Oregon Country, ed. Jarold Ramsey (Seattle: University 

of Washington Press, 1977), 174-75. 
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Captain Cook’s second expedition, arrived in Tahiti. 

Upon meeting with a powerful regional chief (an Aree), 

Wales was invited to witness a dance called the Heava. 

The dance, organized by a manager, was performed by 

the Aree’s daughter and one other female performer, 

who were accompanied by several drummers. 3  This 

dance was culturally significant enough to be per-

formed for the Tahitian aristocracy and the European 

newcomers. Although Wales never attempted to write 

down or understand the specific cultural significance or 

meaning of the Heava, he noted that the dance manager 

was held “in great esteem” for his service in facilitating 

the masterful performance. 4 Women in Tahiti were ca-

pable of not just engaging and interacting within the 

elite political sphere, but by their performance skills, 

had roles that were intertwined with the social status of 

the men who managed them. 

 The political and cultural engagement of indige-

nous women in the Pacific was not merely relegated to 

dance or performance. Mary Wallis described the prac-

tice of wife strangling during her stay in Fiji in the 

1860s:5 after warriors from a region called “Bau” killed 

a rival named Nalela, one of Nalela’s wives6 asked her 

brother to strangle her so that she could care for her late 

                                                        
3. “William Wales Makes Observations,” in Ex-

ploration & Exchange: A South Seas Anthology, 1680-

1900. 107. The manager also toured the performance 

group around Tahiti. 

4. Ibid.  

5. “Mary Wallis: Among the Cannibals,” in Ex-

ploration & Exchange: A South Seas Anthology, 1680-

1900. 256-262. 

6. Wallis called this woman “The Marama”. (It 
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260. 
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husband in the afterlife.7 According to Wallis, if a Fiji-

an woman decided to follow her husband into death, 

she would first celebrate with her friends and family, 

then lay down on a woven mat, and then allow herself 

to be strangled by several men with a length of knotted 

rope.8 This practice, although shocking in its apparent 

violence (by modern standards), is highly indicative of 

indigenous agency. The decision to commit ritual sui-

cide is a significant power. In western European socie-

ty, marriage to a widow meant taking possession of her 

body and all her attendant wealth.  In Fiji, women were 

permitted and even encouraged to end their lives with 

the full blessing of their society, which denied any fu-

ture men from laying claim to their bodies or materiali-

ty. In addition, it is clear from Wallis’ descriptions of 

the strangulation ceremony that women were engaged 

with local power brokers. During a woman’s death cer-

emony, a chief (if available) was required to be in at-

tendance, and would grant a gift (a whale’s tooth) to the 

dead woman’s nearest male relative. A woman was, 

through her actions (however drastic) entitled to the 

time, energy, and even part of the material wealth of a 

chieftain.  

 Pacific indigenous women had many obviously 

impactful roles within their individual cultures and in 

contact zones. Yet despite this, Europeans across many 

times and places viewed them merely as sexual objects.  

From 1798 to 1799 George Vason lived amongst the 

                                                        
7. Ibid., 258, 261.  

8. Ibid., 260-261. Wallis noted a possible excep-

tion to the apparent choice Fijian women had to be 

strangled. Wallis wrote that if a chief of high rank died, 

“several women [would be] sacrificed”. This infers 

some women may have been strangled whether they 

chose to or not. Ibid., 261.  
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indigenous people of Tonga, as a missionary.9 Vason, 

despite ostensibly being on Tonga to serve god, would 

become entranced with the physical aspects of Tongan 

women, as evidenced in his accounts of ceremonies and 

performances involving dance:  

 

Young women of the most graceful figure and 

comely features assemble on these occasions, 

their dark ringlets bespangled with aromatic 

flowers of a particular whiteness, their necks 

and shoulders encircled with wreaths of varie-

gated flowers, tastefully strung together like 

beads, their graceful limbs covered only in a 

thin drapery, and in some cases, only shaded 

with an entwined garland of gee-leaves.10 

 

Vason would eventually let this infatuation lead into a 

marriage with a Tongan woman, which he considered 

“a heathen, [] perfectly destitute of every mental, as 

well as religious endowment” but whom still facilitated 

his eager pursuit of pleasure. As Vason put it, his mar-

riage  “opened the door into every indulgence.”11 

 Other explorers looked at indigenous women as 

sexual objects of disgust or disappointment, rather than 

desire. William Wilson in his missionary voyage to Ta-

hiti in the late 1790s, noted that upon viewing Tahitian 

                                                        
9. “George Vason: Falling from Grace,” in Ex-

ploration & Exchange: A South Seas Anthology, 1680-

1900. 156-169. Vason, over the course of his tenure in 

Tonga would eventually give up his attempts at “con-

verting the heathans” and embrace a Tongan mode of 
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10. Ibid., 165. 
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role in Vason’s Tongan marriage.  
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women for the first time, could not see the “elegance 

and beauty [] for which they have been so greatly cele-

brated.”12 James Morrison, during his stay on Tahiti in 

the late 1780s, was more than just disappointed when 

he observed Tahitian women – he was shocked and dis-

gusted. Morrison asserted that Tahitian women engaged 

in prostitution in exchange for pieces of iron, did not 

refrain from bathing nude while men were present, and 

“held carnal conversations” in public.13  

It is understandable in some ways that Europe-

ans would not understand the agency of indigenous 

women because native women were often kept in the 

background during contact situations. For example, in 

Steller’s Journal of a Voyage with Bering, 1741-1742, 

Russian explorers encountered the Aleut people (who 

are indigenous to what is now Alaska). During that tu-

multuous encounter, no Aleut women participated in 

direct trading or contact with the Russians.14  Indige-

nous narratives also seem to reflect this lack of access: 

in the legend A Melanesian Culture-Contact Myth in 

Pidgin English, women are relegated to the extreme 

                                                        
12. “William Wilson: The Brethren and the 

‘Tayos’,” in Exploration & Exchange: A South Seas 

Anthology, 1680-1900. 143. Wales, in his visit to Tahiti 

echoed Wilson’s disappointment, decrying how the 

pretty face of the Aree’s daughter was ruined during her 
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required. Exploration and Exchange, 107.  

13. “James Morrison: Resident Observer,” in 

Exploration & Exchange: A South Seas Anthology, 
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14. Georg Wilhelm Steller, Journal of a Voyage 

with Bering, 1741-1742, trans. Orcutt William Frost 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988), 97-102.  
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background of the contact narrative.15 The only woman 

to participate in this important story is the governor’s 

daughter, a small girl who is essentially helpless 

throughout.16  

Native leaders in their dealings with Europeans 

sometimes exploited the gender and sexuality of indig-

enous women specifically. In 1797, in the Marquesas, 

an English deserter named Edward Robarts came under 

the protection of a local chieftain. On his first night on 

the island, Robarts was pressured by the chief to accept 

a female companion for the evening. Robarts interpret-

ed this as a request to engage in sexual activity, (per-

haps erroneously) but regardless, an indigenous woman 

was nonetheless ordered by her chief to endure intima-

cy with a strange man.17 In William Wilson’s account 

                                                        
15. Gregory Bateson and Robert A. Hall, Jr., “A 

Melanesian Culture-Contact Myth in Pidgin English,” 

Journal of American Folklore 57:226 (1944), 255-62. 

In the story, a Monkey captures a white governor’s 

children, (a boy and a girl) and keeps them imprisoned 

(but still cared for), and after many violent encounters 

with the white governor’s supporters, releases the chil-

dren and reconciles with the governor. 

16. Ibid. In the fond ‘I‘i, Fragments of Hawai-

ian History which regards diplomacy between indige-

nous groups in Hawaii, women are not part of King 

Kamehameha’s delegation to meet Kaumualii, or men-

tioned as participating in any aspect of the negotiations. 

John Papa ‘I‘i, Fragments of Hawaiian History (Hono-

lulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1959), 79-85. 

17. “Edward Robarts: A Stranger in a Strange 

Country,” in Exploration & Exchange: A South Seas 

Anthology, 1680-1900. 175, 171. According to Thomas, 

it could have been merely customary for a woman to 

share a blanket with a guest.  
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of Tahiti, the offering of native women for the comfort 

of Europeans was more explicitly sexual: Manne Man, 

a high priest with significant political clout in Tahiti, 

asked Wilson to take one of his wives for the evening, 

and the morally conscious Wilson was forced to rebuff 

him with an explanation of European and Christian atti-

tudes towards polygamy.18 From the vantage point of 

Robarts and Wilson, it is not surprising that indigenous 

women were perceived to be subservient, submissive, 

sexual objects.  

Despite instances of conceptual blindness to-

wards the roles of indigenous women, Europeans in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries did encounter sev-

eral queens from Pacific realms who had direct influ-

ence in newcomer relations. During James Morrison’s 

travels through Tahiti in the late 1780s, he wrote of the 

“Famous Queen Obooraya”, who was a powerful chief-

tain (an “Areeuoy”) in her own right.19 During a tirade 

against the “licentiousness” of Tahitian women, Morri-

son described how Queen Obooraya through her own 

example, set a trend of sexual promiscuity between at-

tendants of her court. As he wrote, “in all Countrys the 

Case is that those in power always lead the fashions, let 

them be good or evil.”20 This account, whether it was 

based on truth or not, shows that some indigenous 

women were considered to have enough agency to fa-

cilitate their own sexual preferences, and have the pow-

                                                        
18. “William Wilson” in Exploration & Ex-

change: A South Seas Anthology, 1680-1900. 147, 141. 

Smith noted that the missionaries, including Wilson re-

fused to condone “any form of sexual transaction.” 

19. “James Morrison: Resident Observer,” in 

Exploration & Exchange: A South Seas Anthology, 

1680-1900. 134-135. 

20. Ibid., 136. 
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er to change and subvert existing sexual norms – even 

when that conflicted with European moral sentiments.  

 Queen Kamāmalu, the wife of Hawaiian King 

Kamehameha I, also asserted her ability to affect con-

tact zones. Kamāmalu and Kamehameha went on a trip 

to London in 1823, during which the Queen and King 

travelled to many of the sites of London together. 21 It is 

tempting to interpret Kamāmalu’s role as merely the 

passive “wife of the king,” but as Thrush notes, she as-

serted her political prestige and status in both Hawaiian 

and Western spheres through her style of dress: “Ka-

māmalu’s mix of English and Hawaiian clothing could 

only have been expressions of her confidence in her 

own status in both milieu, rather than an aping of Lon-

don fashion or a ridiculous mash-up of styles.”22  

 From both European and indigenous sources, it 

is clear indigenous women in the Pacific had agency 

and power in and of themselves or had access to those 

who did. Despite this, Europeans who witnessed cultur-

al and political participation amongst native women 

often understood those women only in terms of their 

sexuality. In some ways, the European view of indige-

nous women was understandable –native women were 

often kept out of, or coerced into, contact zones. How-

ever, this view falls short of the full truth, as native 

women were beach lookouts, masterful dancers, ap-

plauded caretakers and regal queens—all of whom in-

fluenced both the indigenous and the European Pacific 

world.  

 

                                                        
21. Coll Thrush, "That Kind Urbanity of Man-

ner: Navigating Ritual in Maori and Kanaka Maoli 

London, 1805-1865," unpublished manuscript. 242-

248.  

22. Ibid.,  245.  
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Godzilla: How the Iconic Japanese Charac-

ter Illuminates a Changing Society 

James Ewasiuk 
 

“But if we keep on conducting nuclear tests,” 

says Doctor Yamane in the closing scene of 1954’s 

Gojira, “it’s possible that another Godzilla might ap-

pear, somewhere in the world, again”.1 These forebod-

ing words provide a melancholy end to the powerful 

Japanese cinema classic and are fittingly reflective seen 

in full context; the film is dominated by cautionary nu-

clear overtones and sombre images of destruction remi-

niscent of Japan’s World War II trauma. The lines are 

further notable for their distinctiveness from the closing 

scenes of later films featuring the same title character. 

The ending of Godzilla vs. Hedorah (1971) for exam-

ple, sees Godzilla destroy Hedorah, a gelatinous mon-

ster from space that grows stronger from Earth’s pollu-

tion, in a cartoonish battle before the not-so-subtle song 

“Save the Earth” is played over intercut scenes of pol-

luted water in the end credits.2 Godzilla himself is one 

of the only significant constants between the films. 

Other elements, such as a shift from a serious to a child-

friendly tone, from themes of nuclear attack to envi-

ronmental damage, and the change of Godzilla’s role 

from destroyer to defender of Japan, indicate a tonal 

change. What accounts for these shifts? The ultimate 

answer lies in what separates the two films beyond sty-

listic choices: 17 years of Japanese history, and the 

changing cultural context in which the films were pro-

                                                        
1. Gojira, directed by Ishirō Honda, 1:35:05 (To-

kyo: Toho Company LTD., 1954), digital copy.  

2. Godzilla vs. Hedorah, directed by Yoshimitsu 

Banno, 1:17:00-1:25:39  (Tokyo: Toho Company LTD. 

1971), DVD. 
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duced. In this way the Godzilla films can be viewed as 

cultural barometers. Their changing themes and over-

tones, surrounding an otherwise constant character, in-

dicate shifts in the broad currents of Japanese society 

over time that, taken together, plot the nation’s cultural 

trajectory. 

We can interpret a character like Godzilla as a 

symbol, embodying a creator or audience’s interpreta-

tion of themes both specific and broad, and academia 

often considers symbols historically. The meaning of 

such symbols may change over time, repackaged by 

individuals or society at large. This does not necessarily 

mean that the symbol represents something else entire-

ly, rather that its original significance is altered by the 

culture that deploys it in order for the symbol to remain 

relevant to its audience and era. A simple example of 

such a symbol is the flag of the United States, augment-

ed in Phillip M. Bratta’s view by the 9/11 attacks into a 

“weapon of nationalism”.3 The visual brand of the na-

tion, the flag, is always meant to represent the pride and 

unity of the American people, a rallying point of patri-

otism. Terrorist attack in the United States’ largest city 

saw government, media coverage and public reaction 

converge to create a new national climate of outrage 

and aggression, and in such a climate the flag took on 

new meaning. Waving flags symbolized not only a pat-

riotic people, but a proud nation rallying around the re-

solve of armed retaliation.  

In a similar fashion, popular characters in fiction 

have also been analyzed by academics as symbols. Pio-

neering semiotician Umberto Eco has illustrated how 

certain modern fictional characters such as Superman 
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are hybrids of “mythological” storytelling (in which the 

same story and details are enumerated endlessly over 

time), and the “unpredictable nature” of modern narra-

tives. 4 Although Superman is an archetype in that he 

possesses “immutable characteristics” such as a set of 

abilities and an origin story, as a function of the twenti-

eth- and twenty-first-centuries’ commercial comic book 

industry Superman is also subject to development and 

revision.5 Superman has always been a hero with super-

powers from the planet Krypton, but just as the un-

changing aesthetic and original significance of the 

American flag have been repurposed by transient cul-

tural narratives, so has what Superman has represented 

within comic books. Superman stories dating from the 

Second World War, for example, featured “untrustwor-

thy, corrupt, and… plain evil” Japanese Americans, re-

flecting older American perceptions of foreigners than 

more recent stories that highlight Superman’s own sta-

tus as an immigrant.6  

Godzilla inhabits a similar cultural space as Su-

perman, and is even more transient with a simpler back-

story and fewer constant elements. The character is al-

ways a skyscraper-sized dinosaur that emerges from the 

sea, with a basically consistent design, either mutated or 

awoken by atomic testing that also gifted it with a radi-

oactive heat ray (significantly as we will see, not fire 

breath). Outside of these elements Godzilla has exhibit-

                                                        
4. Umberto Eco and Natalie Chilton, “Review of 

The Amazing Adventures of Superman: The Myth of 

Superman,” Diacritics 2, no.1 (1972): 15.   

5. Eco and Chilton, “Superman,” 15.   
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ed tremendous flexibility as a character, tackling (some-

times literally) various themes, and alternating roles as 

a hero, villain, and everything in between. The 28-entry 

film franchise, which celebrated its sixtieth anniversary 

in 2014 and is set to continue with a new release in 

summer 2016, has spanned nearly all of Japan’s post-

war history. Like Superman for the United States, 

Godzilla has served as one of Japan’s most recogniza-

ble international icons and a symbol of its popular cul-

ture.7 Extrapolating from Umberto Eco’s analysis of a 

similar character and the diversity of what its cultural 

presence can represent, the Godzilla films offer accu-

rate correlations with contemporaneous Japanese socie-

ty. In this way they allow for a method of tracking cul-

tural history in Japan, analogous to how Superman al-

lows for tracking cultural changes in the history of the 

United States. 

Before continuing it is useful to provide ex-

panded context on the Godzilla franchise and explain a 

few general terms that will prove convenient in facili-

tating further discussion. The Godzilla films are to-

kusatsu (特撮, literally ‘Special Filming’), a uniquely 

Japanese genre characterized by handcrafted special 

effects and plots employing science fiction and fantasy.  

The films are commonly divided into three eras, distin-

guished by breaks in both production and narrative con-

tinuity: the first two, the Shōwa (昭和,1954-1975) and 

Heisei (平成,1984-1995) are named for the Japanese 

emperors under whose reign they were released, while 

the final is known as the Millennium era (1999-2004). 

All films however, with the possible exception of 
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Godzilla 2000 (1999), bear some narrative connection 

with the original 1954 film Gojira.8 The name ‘Godzil-

la’ is an Anglicization of ‘Gojira’(ゴジラ), by which it 

is still known in Japan. Although this essay uses, where 

possible, the original Japanese versions of the films and 

not the often-altered American releases, for the sake of 

this paper the character will continue to be referred to 

as “Godzilla.” Recent convention amongst Western 

fans has been to use the Japanese name when referring 

to the original movie, as reflected here.9 All films, ex-

cept the 1998 and 2014 licensed American remakes, 

were produced by the Japanese film studio Toho Com-

pany LTD. As a final note, the vast majority of scholar-

ly works concerning the Godzilla films focus on the 

first film and as a result it is given the longest treatment 

here as well. Nevertheless my aim is to go a step further 

and prove the analytical value of the series as a whole. 

Godzilla, as Chon Noriega relates, has achieved such 

“icon status” that the very mention of “the word Japan 

evokes [him].”10  For such an intimate association alone 

the series is worth academic attention, especially in re-

lation to the culture that produced it.  

In 1954, Japan was still coming to terms with 

defeat and reconstruction following the Second World 

War. John W. Dower speaks to how, as a combination 

of American anti-Communist occupation policies and 

developing domestic sentiments regarding the war, the 

early public horror surrounding defeat and revelations 
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of the actions of the Japanese military gave way in just 

a few years to feelings of victimization as “part of a na-

tional process of psychological mending.”11 As the only 

country in history to experience nuclear warfare, the 

enduring trauma that followed the atomic bombings of 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki was especially potent. Lisa 

Yoneyama observes the ease with which Japanese citi-

zens, already engaged in a national project of rehabilita-

tion, were able to make “the experience… [into] a ‘Jap-

anese’ one.”12 Philip Brophy provides further explana-

tion on the sheer “cultural scarring” of the attacks, tying 

it with Japan’s long-standing “insecurity [surrounding 

its] island status… founded on… an isolationist per-

spective.”13 Historically a proud, insular nation, Japan 

had prior experience of sudden shock from the outside 

world (and from the United States in particular). Armed 

with four modern warships and a letter from Washing-

ton D.C., Commodore Matthew Perry and his ‘Black 

Ships’ had broken Japan’s two-century period of self-

imposed relative isolation in 1853, eventually leading to 

Japan scrapping its entire political system and embark-

ing upon a massive project of defensive modernization 

and imperialism.14 The campaigns of conquest that wit-

nessed Japanese atrocities against other Asian peoples 

during the 1930s and World War II were the climax of 
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this project; through the construction the ‘Greater East 

Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere’ (大東亞共榮圏 Dai-tō-a 

Kyōeiken, a colonial concept with a propagandistic 

name), the Empire of Japan would place itself as the 

master of East Asia, and once and for all avoid the path 

of foreign domination that had consumed China.15 In 

the context of a country so concerned with its own se-

curity and internal sanctity then, Hiroshima and Naga-

saki were not only unprecedented acts of warfare but 

represented a historically rooted psychological viola-

tion, deeply ingrained on a national scale.   

One flashpoint around which these anxieties of 

victimization and the bomb coalesced was the ‘Lucky 

Dragon’ incident of March 1 1954, when the Japanese 

fishing vessel Lucky Dragon No. 5 and its crew wit-

nessed an American nuclear test at Bikini Atoll. Upon 

the crew’s return home, they found themselves suffer-

ing from radiation poisoning. This, Kerry Brougher re-

lates, coupled with the revelation of similarly contami-

nated tuna entering domestic markets, “caused renewed 

outrage among the Japanese, who saw this as a third 

atomic attack on their country.”16 Just nine years after 

the war’s conclusion, the unstoppable explosive mon-

strosity that had ended Japanese ambitions abroad by 

striking with unprecedented savagery at home, had re-

turned, this time attacking from the sea rather than the 

air. As Ferenc M. Szasz and Issei Takechi make plain, 

“this chain of incidents acted as a catalyst for the 

growth of numerous anti-nuclear campaigns.”17 These 
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campaigns had only been possible since the end of 

American occupation in 1952, which had censored Jap-

anese writings on atomic themes, meaning only in the 

mid 1950s could feelings surrounding violation and vic-

timhood be openly discussed by intellectuals, politi-

cians, and the public.18 The time was therefore right, 

both legally and culturally, for a film such as Gojira.  

Gojira was in pre-production at the same time 

as the Lucky Dragon incident was in the news, and 

Toho producer Tomoyuki Tanaka made the decision to 

alter aspects of his upcoming monster movie in order to 

reflect the contemporary domestic climate of nuclear 

outrage.19 Completed in under a few months for release 

on November 3, 1954, it should come as no shock that 

the film opens with the sinking of an unsuspecting ci-

vilian vessel. A tranquil scene of sailors playing music 

on the deck of their ship is interrupted by the ocean 

boiling. Then, there is a deafening sound and a blinding 

flash of light, and the ship goes up in flames.20 At this 

point the monster does not yet appear; for the audience 

it might as well have been a scene from the headlines, 

and the name of the ship, the Glory No. 5, is tellingly 

referential.21 As the first act progresses, more ships go 

missing off the coast of Japan, and it is apparent that 

something at sea is responsible. The mystery intensifies 

until Godzilla’s dramatic reveal, in which the monster 

attacks a small village and leaves behind radioactive 

footprints as evidence of his origin. In a government 

meeting on how to address the problem, the fictional 

                                                                                                        
Cartoonists Confront the Onset of the Nuclear Age, 

1945-80,” Historian 69, no. 4 (2007): 744.  

18. Ibid, 730.  
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concerns over the threat of giant dinosaur attack reflect 

real world concerns surrounding atomic testing and Ja-

pan’s place in the postwar world. The actors of the sce-

ne might have known that the monster was to be 

brought to life by nothing more than a man in a rubber 

suit trashing miniature sets, but they speak their lines 

with convincing seriousness. “If this Godzilla is the 

product of the use of atomic weapons,” speaks one offi-

cial, “World affairs are fragile enough…[that] the im-

proper handling of such a notion would engulf the 

country in panic.” 22  At play here is not just fear of 

atomic weapons and reference to the public outcry and 

demonstrations against contaminated tuna and the 

Lucky Dragon incident, but the tension between anti-

American sentiment and the realities of Japan’s new 

place in the world order as part of the United States’ 

anti-Soviet sphere of influence.  

Chon Noriega explores the anti-American as-

pect of early postwar Japanese sentiments of victimiza-

tion in relation to Godzilla through “the concept of 

Otherness,” as Gojira “transfer[s] onto Godzilla the role 

of the United States in order to symbolically reenact a 

problematic American-Japanese relationship that in-

cludes atomic war [and] occupation.”23 Occupation is a 

simple parallel to make, especially with reference to 

Philip Brophy’s previously mentioned analysis of the 

shared Japanese psychological character and the 

likening of Japan’s island-state to a “fortifica-

tion.”24Godzilla literally rises out of the sea to occupy 
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Japanese territory, most spectacularly in the second half 

of the film during his rampage through Tokyo.25  

Tanaka expressly wanted his monster to embody 

the bomb, which is reflected in various aspects of Goji-

ra aside from the title character’s initial genesis via 

atomic testing.26 Speaking again to the seriousness in 

which the film takes its subject matter, the prospect of 

giant monster attack is treated much like that of an ap-

proaching army, or an air-raid. Once news of the mon-

ster is made public, a civilian on a train remarks, “I 

guess I’ll have to find a shelter soon.” Another replies, 

“the shelters again? That stinks.”27 Shots of the utter 

annihilation of Tokyo following Godzilla’s rampage 

clearly resemble real-world shots of Hiroshima follow-

ing atomic detonation. Similarly, scenes of the wound-

ed in an overcrowded hospital, including a little girl be-

ing tested by a Geiger counter, somberly recall the 

trauma of nuclear experience.28 The character himself, 

referred to as a dinosaur, Brophy instead describes as 

more of an “atomic-age dragon,” spewing radioactive 

energy from his mouth rather than fire, charged by an 

unnatural glow from his back spines.29 His slow, omi-

nous footsteps sound like the dropping of bombs, and 

the texture of Godzilla’s skin was inspired by the dis-

tinctive ‘keloid’ scars exhibited by Hiroshima survi-

vors.30  
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Taking all of this into account, it comes as little 

surprise that Gojira struck enough of a chord with its 

audience as to spawn 27 sequels. The metaphor of Ja-

pan’s postwar national angst as it came to terms with 

defeat by the most monstrous weapon of war ever cre-

ated, via the drama of an actual monster ravaging the 

capital, verges in some ways on the literal. Godzilla 

symbolized for Japan its past nightmares, and the lin-

gering spectre of those nightmares as the nation tried to 

wake up anew. Yet Japan did move on, and so did 

Godzilla.  

To that end, it is useful to note Lisa Yoneyama’s 

remark that “the nationalized remembering of Hiroshi-

ma has… never been… without contradictions.” 31  If 

there were contradictions within Godzilla, they can be 

found in the side of the monster’s inspiration, apart 

from Japan’s psychological demons: American giant 

monster films such as King Kong (1933) and The Beast 

From 20,000 Fathoms (1953).32 Following Gojira, to-

kusatsu exploded in Japanese popular culture and one 

of the first Japanese superheroes Gekkō Kamen (Moon-

light Mask), the star of a 1958 television series, was 

similarly inspired by both foreign and domestic media. 

As Jonathan E. Abel notes, Gekkō Kamen drew “as 

much on the Lone Ranger, Batman and Captain Ameri-

ca as it did on Japanese ninja stories and wartime hero 

stories.”33 Abel goes on to explain that the show was 

“as deeply connected to the desire for Cold War sover-

eignty as to the postwar sense of powerlessness in de-
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feat,” framing his argument about Japanese superheroes 

around Japan’s need, following defeat and foreign 

judgment, to regain “the possibility of a truly native 

Japanese justice.” 34  Over the course of the next few 

decades such tokusatsu classics as Kamen Rider and 

Ultraman emerged, the latter brought to life by the same 

director of special effects who had worked on the early 

Godzilla movies, Eiji Tsuburaya. These franchises were 

child-friendly and featured increasingly fantastic char-

acters and plots, showing with growing confidence a 

Japan where justice and the righteousness of Japanese 

heroes could occupy a confident and morally unambig-

uous space for children and the culture at large.35 

Over the course of the Shōwa series Godzilla 

would undergo a similar transformation in the orienta-

tion of justice, losing his anti-American tinge while be-

coming more associated with Japanese sovereignty. De-

spite protests and lingering negative popular opinion, 

Japan signed the US-Japan security treaty in 1963, 

bringing Japan under the American nuclear umbrella in 

opposition to the Soviet bloc.36 Released a year earlier 

was the third Godzilla movie, King Kong vs. Godzilla, 

in which the benevolent American monster not only 

took top billing but defeated his radioactive opponent in 

a goofy battle atop one of Japan’s most iconic locations, 

Mt. Fuji, saving Japan from a further bout with nuclear 

devastation.37 In this way Godzilla remained a symbol 

of the atomic bomb, but more similar to the threat 

posed by Cold War geopolitics rather than World War 

II come back to haunt Japan, stopped by a powerful 
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shield in the form of an iconic American character. In 

1964’s Mothra vs. Godzilla, Godzilla returns to fight 

Mothra, a monster that had previously starred in her 

own 1962 film and was tied in conception and visual 

motif with Judaism and Christianity.38 These two imag-

es of American “Otherness” face off, with Mothra, who 

Chon Noriega describes as “offer[ing] new spiritual 

ideals along with socioeconomic realities” defeating the 

one which promises only destruction.39 

Like Mothra, Japan was pointing to the future 

industrially and spiritually. Marius B. Jansen describes 

Japan’s rise as a global economic superpower in the 

decades after American occupation, culminating in an 

“economy second only to that of the United States… 

[and constituting] two-thirds of the entire Asian econ-

omy.”40 Japan not only proved itself successful at inte-

grating into the free-market world economy, opening up 

to innovation and development wherein “for several 

decades there was a steadily increasing tide of technol-

ogy introduced—and often improved—in Japan.” It did 

so using methods often described as particularly Japa-

nese in character, functioning within a “climate of con-

sensus” between business and government, and with a 

free, enfranchised public that worked for relatively low 

wages with little protest.41  

Amidst the growing economic success Japan 

experienced “immense social change” that nonetheless 

retained “an underlying ‘Japaneseness,’” as could be 

expected from a culture as “long isolated and parochial 
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as Japan’s.” 42  It was this confidence-renewed nation 

that Godzilla came to champion, transitioning in Bro-

phy’s view from villain to “critical neutrality to modi-

fied humanism… a symbol of Japan’s super-industrial 

strength,” as the films became increasingly child-

friendly and emphasized the superhero aspect of to-

kusatsu. 43  Starting with 1964’s Ghidorah, the Three 

Headed Monster (released the same year as Mothra vs. 

Godzilla), Godzilla fought off threats to Japan’s domes-

tic happiness in the form of other monsters. Brophy’s 

“island-fortress” conception of a Japan vigilant against 

intruders was thus reaffirmed as Godzilla repeatedly 

fought off alien invaders in eight movies released be-

tween 1964 and 1975.44 Even social issues were not be-

yond representation via rubber monsters; pollution be-

came a major public topic of the 1970s in response to 

increased urbanization and health concerns of Japanese 

city-dwellers, and was directly confronted on-screen in 

1971 when Godzilla confronted the aforementioned 

smog-monster Hedorah.45  

1984’s The Return of Godzilla, a direct sequel to 

the original, began the Heisei series and brought the 

franchise back to its dark roots. Godzilla was once more 

an indestructible nuclear villain, a shift that reflected 

the renewed intensity of the Cold War conflict between 

the United States and Soviet Union. This conflict 
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formed a part of the film’s plot. When a Soviet subma-

rine goes missing both superpowers are quick to blame 

the other. It takes Japan, led by an especially humble 

and soft-spoken Prime Minister, to diffuse the situation 

by discovering Godzilla to be the cause of the disap-

pearance. Faced with a common threat, the three na-

tions converge to find a solution, but both superpowers 

insist on using nuclear weapons, which the Prime Min-

ister flatly refuses. Ultimately, Godzilla is defeated by 

home-grown science with the combination of a futuris-

tic attack-plane and a researcher’s plan to lead Godzilla 

into the mouth of a volcano. While Godzilla once again 

represents the threat of nuclear warfare, the Japan that 

stands against him is no longer tied down by the weight 

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and is able to fight back, a 

sharp change in national spirit from thirty years earlier. 

Cultural change can be further tracked in the new To-

kyo that Godzilla stomps through: where the monster in 

Gojira dominated the skyline, in The Return of Godzilla 

the buildings extend up and out of camera-frame, tow-

ering over Godzilla and protecting the capital like the 

walls of a castle.46 

However, as Jansen goes on to describe, “In the 

early months of the last decade of the century, the To-

kyo stock market index fell… and Japan entered a dec-

ade of deep recession.”47 The causes of the downturn 

are beyond the scope of this paper, though national 

overconfidence may have played a role, as the Japanese 

economic bubble “burst of its own momentum.” 48 

1991’s Godzilla vs. King Ghidorah, the third Heisei 

movie, is almost a playbook of this surprise downturn. 
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With the Japanese government having defeated Godzil-

la with scientific ingenuity a second time in 1989’s 

Godzilla vs. Biollante (using the tellingly named “Anti-

Nuclear Bacteria”), the new film opens with the gov-

ernment and public allowing themselves a moment of 

complacency.49  

The plot is convoluted and involves time travel, 

but important to this discussion is the poignant dual na-

ture of Godzilla’s impact on Japan’s economic history. 

A foray back to World War II finds the dinosaur prior 

to his mutation, defending a beleaguered Japanese divi-

sion against American soldiers on a pacific island. One 

of the survivors of the pacific battle, Yasuaki Shindo, 

goes on to become Japan’s premier leader of industry, 

described in the film as the man “who rebuilt our econ-

omy and nation.” 50  “I was saved by that dinosaur,” 

Shindo confirms, “enabling me to live and establish this 

country.” 51  Like Japan’s fledgling postwar economy 

then, Godzilla is revealed to have originally stood as a 

bulwark against foreign domination that allowed Japan 

to move on to wealth and success. The film makes 

much of Japan’s postwar prosperity, and one time trav-

eler from the future remarks that with Godzilla defeated 

“later on, Japan will become even stronger... Japan will 

be bigger than China, America and all of Europe.”52 

This future seems not to be however; Godzilla is acci-

dentally resurrected larger and more powerful than ev-

er, and embarks on yet another rampage through down-
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town Tokyo. Shindo, the fictionalized embodiment of 

all of Japan’s growth, watches with sad resignation un-

til he is killed as Godzilla tears down his officer tow-

er. 53  The flexibility of the character is demonstrated 

once again as Godzilla here symbolizes neither nuclear 

war nor Japanese justice, but an economy gone out of 

control: swollen, uncontainable, and catching everyone 

by surprise. “I’m afraid the destruction is inevitable at 

this point,” remarks an official who watches the attack 

helplessly.54 Just as the economic crisis lasted until the 

end of the decade, Godzilla would go on to rampage 

through Japan for the rest of the Heisei series, some-

times the lesser evil of two monsters but always thwart-

ing the attempts of the humans to rein him in before 

finally dying on his own terms in 1995’s Godzilla vs. 

Destroyah.55 

The Godzilla franchise and its titular monster 

have reflected the changing face of Japanese society 

throughout its postwar history. Even in the twenty-first 

century, films such as the wordily-titled Godzilla, 

Mothra and King Ghidorah: Giant Monster All-Out 

Attack (2001) have touched on themes relevant to con-

temporary Japanese culture. In that film a supernatural 

Godzilla, possessed by the souls of Japan’s wartime 

victims, wreaks havoc in a comment on renewed Japa-

nese nationalism and what the film perceives as its dis-

connect from the past.56  

                                                        
53. Ibid, 1:27:40. 

54. Ibid, 1:27:12.  

55. Godzilla vs. Destroyah, directed by Takao 

Okawara (Tokyo: Toho Company LTD., 1995), digital 

copy.  

56. Godzilla, Mothra and King Ghidorah: Giant 

Monster All-Out Attack, directed by Shusuke Kaneko 

(Tokyo: Toho Company LTD., 2001), DVD. 
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From a metaphorical representation of Japan’s 

collective feelings of victimization and lingering atomic 

shock, to covering the breadth of the nation’s renewed 

vigour and period of economic distress, the films chart 

the shifts and changes of Japanese history with surpris-

ing accuracy. As a peculiar type of flexible but constant 

symbol, Godzilla has been deployed in various ways 

over time, reflecting the pulse of the nation as the char-

acter is continually altered to remain culturally relevant. 

Umberto Eco’s conception of the fictional character as 

symbolically inhabiting both the past and present al-

lows for changes to be tracked over history, and can 

meaningfully reveal what values or concerns were im-

portant to a society at a given point in time. Future 

study might further analyze how and why societies de-

ploy symbols, or strive to identify how these symbols 

feed back into the culture and influence it. The next 

Toho-produced Godzilla film is set for 2016 and, if six-

ty years of consistent cinematic history are anything to 

be persuaded by, it will likely continue the tradition of 

symbolism and reflection. Recovered from the trauma 

of nuclear warfare, Japan marches on into the twenty-

first century to face new issues and concerns, with 

Godzilla stomping right along with it.  
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The Elite’s Budget: Newspaper Responses to 

David Lloyd George’s Budget of 1909 and its 

Legacy on the Liberal Party 

Andrew Gong 
 

 From presiding over a country divided by Tariff 

Reform to a country enervated by total war, the Liberal 

Party was at the center and pinnacle of British political 

discourse. The zenith of its political influence was Da-

vid Lloyd George’s People’s Budget of 1909, which 

would set the fate of the future of the Liberal Party be-

cause of its opportune timing to strengthen its appeal to 

the soon-to-be enfranchised working class by expand-

ing social welfare programs. Yet, despite its prior dom-

inance and the Budget’s attempt to widen the party’s 

appeal to the working class, the Liberal Party lost its 

dominance a decade later. This loss in dominance was 

originally researched during the interwar period by 

George Dangerfield in his seminal publication, The 

Strange Death of Liberal England, which argued that 

the ending of party consensus and growing class con-

sciousness before World War I led to the “death” of the 

party.1  On the other hand, more recent scholarly work 

by Peter Clarke attributes the decline of the party to war 

policy blunders during World War I.2 This view is fur-

ther supported by Trevor Wilson’s research, which sug-

gests that the party’s belief in individual liberty and in-

ternational cooperation were inimical to a country in 

total war.3 At the same though, both Clarke and Wil-
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son’s studies argue that the Liberal Party’s reputation as 

a party of progressive social reform meant Labour was 

not an inevitable future contender for political power 

before the war. I argue, however, that the fate of the 

Liberal Party was sowed before the war with the Peo-

ple’s Budget where the Budget’s attempt at social re-

form rather ironically exacerbated Edwardian society’s 

class divisions. In turn, the division prevented the Lib-

erals from acquiring a greater share of an increasingly 

diverse electorate.  

Situating the Budget in both present day schol-

arly work and primary sources from newspaper articles 

of the time reveals a tragic irony: The Budget’s effort in 

keeping its core support group while also attempting to 

appeal to the working class prevented the Liberal Party 

from expanding beyond its original businessmen sup-

port group. Put differently, although the Budget sought 

to make the Liberal Party more attractive to a broader 

electorate by decreasing the land monopoly and in-

creasing the progressive tax gradient slope, the way the 

Budget was sold to the public and the Budget’s tax on 

liquor and tobacco only further divided English society. 

But, crucially, despite the divisions it caused, the Budg-

et did tighten the unity of the Liberal Party around its 

traditional upper middle class support base, an increas-

ingly smaller (but important) portion of the Edwardian 

electorate. In order to show how the Budget reinvigor-

ated its pre-existing support base at the cost of gaining 

working class support despite social reforms, I will ex-

amine three main components of the Budget, namely 

property tax, income tax, and liquor/tobacco tax, and 

the responses to them. From these responses, we will 

see how the Budget divided the nation by attacking the 

aristocracy, alienating the working class, and uniting 

the business community. In turn, the Liberal Party ced-
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ed to be a party for the people it hoped to become with 

the People’s Budget.  

 

A Tax on Unearned Income  

 

Land had been an object of political reforms 

which hoped to curb the land ownership monopoly in 

the UK since the late 1800s; however, all previous bills 

designed to curb the monopoly failed. In fact, between 

1889 and 1906, 14 bills related to land reforms were 

proposed and vetoed.4 The reason for the objection was 

obvious: the 350 Peers in the House of Lords collec-

tively owned 10.4 million acres of land (33% of Eng-

land’s total land area).5 Hence, the past failed attempts 

made the Budget the only way to pass land reforms be-

cause budgets, by custom, were not vetoed. As a result, 

the Budget attempted to reform land policies by (osten-

sibly) curbing the land monopoly through taxes, raising 

revenue to (ostensibly) pay for welfare programs for the 

working class.  

The new land tax abrogated Peel’s Act of 1842 

by replacing it with new ways of measuring land value 

for the purposes of taxation. Among the changes, a few 

important ones stand out. First, “unearned” land value 

was now taxed at 20%, where unearned land value was 

defined as increases in land value as a result of nearby 

community developments. 6 Put differently, the tax pre-

vented landowners from freeriding off increased land 

values for reasons beyond their direct activities. Sec-

                                                        
4. Bill Short and John Godfrey, “The Outhwaite 

Controversy”: a Micro History of the Edwardian Land 

Campaign,” 45-71 in Journal of Historical Geography 

33 (2007): 51 

5. Ibid., 52. 

6. Ibid., 52 
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ond, the selling of land was now subjected to a 20% 

tax.7 Third, land collection was reformed such that only 

landowners paid the tax, not the tenants or renters who 

previously paid the tax. Finally, other levies were put in 

place designed to punish owners who did not develop 

their land. In short, the land tax was designed to hit 

large landowners the hardest, especially those who 

idled on their land without developing it.  

Though the land taxes appear to have been effi-

cacious revenue raisers, they were not. The Financial 

Times condemned the land tax as a method to raise in-

come as a proposition “that falls absolutely to the 

ground.”8 The Financial Times calculated that the cost 

of collecting the tax and losses in potential future busi-

ness development outweighed the increase in revenue.9 

The Financial Times was not scaremongering to protect 

the interest of its wealthy readers; Lloyd George him-

self estimated that the land tax would raise just  

$500,000GBP (£28.5 million in 2005 value), i.e. 3% of 

the new revenue needed to fund the welfare programs 

and naval rearmament. 10 Hence, if the tax was useless, 

why was it ever proposed? 

The answer perhaps lies in the media response 

to the land tax. As could be expected, the landed elite 

responded by complaining about the inordinate cost, as 

documented by the Times.11For example, Lord Aver-

                                                        
7. Bruce Murray, The People’s Budget 
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bury’s tirade denounced the “new taxes [which] would 

fall very unequally…and many families now compara-

tively well off would find themselves reduced to abso-

lute beggary”… from “a bureaucracy with absolutely 

arbitrarily powers of taxation”.12In short, the response 

was understandably angry. But, beyond their tax bill, 

the aristocracy also viewed the tax as an unjust assault 

on the aristocracy. In fact, even the upper middle class 

felt the unjust assault. For example, an Oxford profes-

sor wrote to the Times objecting to the tax not because 

it meant that the rich would pay a greater share of the 

nation’s finance, but because it was clearly designed to 

hit only the aristocracy.13In all, the land taxes were not 

revenue raisers; they were tools of class warfare. But, 

class warfare of a different sort.  

It is tempting to view the aforementioned class 

warfare as the people launching an assault against the 

privileged elites. In fact, members of the Labour Party 

advocated for land reforms where some proposed the 

complete nationalization of land. However, conceptual-

izing the class warfare as the people against the aristoc-

racy is untenable upon closer inspection. As Michael 

Tichelar concluded from his study of the British elec-

torate, land “was not a policy designed to appeal direct-

ly to urban working class voters.” 14In fact, Tichelar’s 

study indicates Labour did not even field candidates in 

constituencies most directly impacted by the new land 
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tax, implying that land was not a working class con-

cern. In reality, the struggle was between elites by 

wealth and elites by birth.  

This highly elitist class struggle strengthened 

the Liberal Party’s core support base but, as we will 

see, ostracized workers from the Liberal Party. For the 

businessmen, the struggle against land stemmed from a 

mixture of envy and contempt against the landed elites. 

Andrew Chadwick’s study sheds light on this mixture; 

Chadwick argued the contempt and envy stemmed from 

the aristocracy being seen as lazy and underserving of 

their privileges.15 Moreover, this contemptuous view 

towards landlords was also shared by Lloyd George, 

who claimed landlords were the “passive beneficiaries 

of the energies of others” and, hence, should be penal-

ized.16 This class envy also provided political capital 

for Lloyd George to keep businessmen’s support be-

cause even if some businessmen were hurt by the tax, 

businessmen could still take comfort by the fact that the 

landed elites were hurt even more.  This political capital 

view is supported in Neal Blewett’s study on class rela-

tions in which Blewett argues that land taxes were seen 

as a chance to settle “hangovers from the 1800s.” 17  

But, more than hurting the aristocracy, an exam-

ination of articles from 1909 also suggests that busi-

nessmen favored the tax for economic reasons. For ex-
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ample, a letter to the Economist signed by many leading 

businessmen commended the taxation as an incentive to 

development for the benefit of the entire nation.18 The 

theme of support continues throughout different articles 

from the newspaper. In fact, the Economist, widely read 

by the business community and liberals, went as far as 

writing that it believed it had the assent of the majority 

of its readers in support for the land tax.19 

Whether it was out of class warfare or economic 

reasons, the success of the land tax in getting the sup-

port of businessmen was empirically proven in Geof-

frey Searle’s research; Searle calculates that the 1910 

election result indicates that the Liberals performed 

most strongly amongst businessmen in constituencies 

most affected by the land tax.20 In short, and in sum-

mary, the land tax was not a revenue raiser. Rather, it 

was a tax designed to re-invigorate the Liberal Party’s 

traditional support group, drawing from businessmen’s 

resentment of the aristocracy. Equally important, the 

working class was largely excluded from this struggle. 

This exclusion suggests this was an elitist struggle, 

building a perception in the eyes of the workers that the 

Liberal Party was “just” another party for the rich and 

powerful.  

 

Tax on Earned Income 
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Though the land tax may have been ineffica-

cious in raising revenue, higher income taxes and the 

Death Duty (inheritance tax) were revenue raisers; they 

accounted for 50% of the Budget’s new revenue stream 

for welfare funding.21 Among all the intricate changes 

in the new income tax system, a few revenue-raising 

features stand out. First, the basic rate of tax was raised 

by 11 pence in the pound.22 Second, a super tax was 

introduced for incomes above £5,000 (500,000 today) 

where on top of the basic rate of tax, a further 5 pence 

in the pound was levied. 23 Third, the income tax in-

crease only applied to people earning more than £2,000 

(£200,000 today) per year, emphasizing the progressive 

nature of the tax.24 Finally, death duties were almost 

doubled as a result of a new gradient. In short, Britain’s 

new social services and naval rearmaments would be 

paid for by the richest but enjoyed by the poorest.  

Tax increases were met with opposition.  The 

common thread tying most complaints across newspa-

pers was the alleged socialistic nature of the Budget, 

whereby the taxes from the few elites would be used to 

fund the working poor. The Financial Times went so far 

as to call the taxes “penalizing the rich,” stating that it 

would lead to less investment and, in turn, less trickling 

down of economic activity to the poor.25 The logic of 

trickle down economics seems to have had support 

from the poor, considering the stance of tabloids. For 

example, a Scottish tabloid, the Courier, denounced the 

rise in taxes as a “criminal shortsightedness” whereby 
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the rich would be made poorer, but the poor would be 

made even poorer when the rich spent less.26 Behind the 

exaggerated rhetoric in the papers was a salient point: 

the taxes were exorbitant. According to a businessman 

cited by the Times, the tax on the rich was expected to 

collect in excess of £2 million (£200 million today).27 

Despite increases to their tax bill, businessmen contin-

ued to support the Liberal Party. On the other hand, the 

working class, the beneficiary of the welfare programs 

the taxes would pay for, was only further ostracized 

from and by the Liberal Party. This rather paradoxical 

situation can be explained by three reasons:  

First, despite the rhetoric in the press, the prin-

ciples of progressive taxation were not disputed. As the 

Economist reported, the Leader of the Opposition, Al-

fred Balfour, defended the need for a progressive tax 

system in Parliament, albeit with a gentler gradient.28 

Moreover, Mr. Balfour welcomed the Death Duty be-

cause his government was previously unable to have the 

rich pay a greater share.29The support for a progressive 

tax extended beyond Parliament to many businessmen. 

In fact, at a City protest meeting, businessmen were re-

ported to have claimed they were willing to pay more 

taxes than the poor as long as it was not exorbitant.30 In 

all, progressive taxes were not objected to in principle, 

but the Conservative Party and the business community 

may have found the tax gradient too steep.  
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Second, funding for welfare programs (e.g. old 

age pensions and unemployment benefits) had the sup-

port of the business community because many busi-

nessmen wanted their companies’ internal welfare to be 

adopted on a national scale. For example, George Cad-

bury, owner of the eponymous chocolate producer, and 

William Lever, who managed a soap factory, wanted 

their factories’ welfare policy to extend onto a national 

level. Admittedly, the support was not always out of 

philanthropy. Roy Hay’s research offers a more cynical 

perspective: businessmen supported social welfare be-

cause businesses wanted the government to share the 

burden of dealing with social welfare benefits.31Though 

Hay’s claims have been subsequently rebutted, Hay’s 

views were supported by the Times newspaper in 1909, 

which argued that unemployment insurance was good 

for industries.32 Social welfare programs were not seen 

as radical, but were even supported by companies.  

Finally, the most important reason for busi-

nessmen’s continued support for the  Liberal Party’s 

perception as a party of business interests, a point ag-

gressively made during party speeches. The importance 

of free trade to businessmen was researched by Searle, 

who concluded that the Liberal Party guaranteed free 

trade, which was pivotal for businessmen, who all had 

too much to lose if Tariff Reforms went ahead.33 The 

Economist’s satisfaction with the Budget’s free trade 

credentials is evident through its declaration that “the 

all-important advantage of the budget” is that it “does 

not touch or impede the operations of commerce” aside 
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from those who operated the commerce.34 In other 

words, the Budget was business friendly despite its tax-

es on businessmen.  However, more than promoting 

pro-business policies alone, the Liberal Party was able 

to further ingratiate itself to the business community by 

boasting its pro-business credentials at the cost of gain-

ing working class support. The rhetoric deployed by the 

Liberal Party during subsequent rallies extended be-

yond merely promoting its free trade credentials; rather, 

it showed how the Liberal Party was a party for the 

wealthy. Lloyd George boasted to a Newcastle business 

audience, “the richest men[sic] in the House of Com-

mons…happen [sic] to sit on the Liberal side of the 

house” in an effort to assure  Newcastle-based busi-

nessmen that the Liberal Party was backed by the very 

successful.35 The party’s active resolve in appealing to 

businessmen through efforts like the aforementioned 

Newcastle speech left a legacy of distaste in the eyes of 

workers, who felt as though the Liberal Party was just 

another party of the rich. More importantly, the inordi-

nate focus on businessmen also meant less time to ex-

plain the social welfare programs to workers. In fact, it 

has been argued by modern day scholars the working 

class was unable to fully comprehend how they benefit-

ed from welfare programs because of their complexi-

ties.36 Moreover, further exacerbating the dearth of in-

formation on welfare programs for workers was a lack 
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of media focus on the social welfare too beyond paying 

lip service to it.   

In summary, the Budget led to an increase in 

taxes for the rich to fund the social welfare programs 

and naval rearmament. However, because the Liberal 

Party was afraid of losing business support from higher 

taxes, it intensively lobbied and appealed to business-

men. As a result, the party neglected lobbying and ap-

pealing to the working class to allow the working class 

to understand the benefits of the social welfare program 

the new taxes will pay for. 

 

Tax on Drinkers and Smokers 

 

The aforementioned policies directly taxed the 

rich for the benefit of the nation and, as a result, Lloyd 

George needed policies to tax the working class to en-

sure everyone contributed to the exchequer. Conven-

iently, he used this “fairness” argument to justify in-

creases in taxes on alcohol and tobacco.37 This justifica-

tion was proudly supported by the elites. For example, 

the Sunday Times stated the new levies “[enabled] the 

Government to fairly claim that they [had] not flinched 

from demanding contribution from the working 

class.”38 Though this levy applied equally to all con-

sumers, it hit the working class the hardest because not 

only did the working class have the lowest disposable 

income, but it also had a drinking and smoking culture. 

The increase in duty on tobacco was a staggering 3s.9d 

(£14 in 2013 value) per gallon while the duty on tobac-
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co increased by 8d (£3.00 in 2005 value).39 The Budget 

further increased these prices through the supply side 

by reforming the licensing rules for liquor stores and 

brewers. As a result, all suppliers (e.g. both bars and 

brewers) had their license to produce and sell increase 

from anywhere from between 30% and 300% depend-

ing on its scale of operation.40 As a result of all the in-

creases in levies and duties, the Budget doubled the 

revenue from alcohol and tobacco related taxation from 

previous years. 41  In turn, this meant that alcohol and 

tobacco related taxes accounted for 35% of the Budg-

et’s newly created revenue streams to pay for naval re-

armament and social welfare programs.42Importantly, 

how did the public react to these new taxes and, in turn, 

impact the Liberal Party’s perception to voters? 

Despite the justification for the tax in the name 

of fairness, the reaction was nothing short of disapprov-

al, if not anger. The liberal-minded Economist lamented 

that “the extra half penny per ounce on the cheapest to-

bacco is a severe impost” when tobacco is already 

heavily taxed; in fact, the Economist believed the new 

taxes would raise too much revenue.43 The working 

class responded with parallel views. For example, Ben 

Tillett, who represented the General Workers Union, 

wrote a letter to The Times condemning the new taxes. 

In Mr. Tillett’ words: “As a Socialist” the new levies 

“[are] merely the expression of a faddist on temper-

ance” and hence, the Budget “merely increases the bur-
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43. “Criticisms of the Budget,” The Economist 

(May 8th 1909):966. 
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dens of the toilers rather than alleviating them. 44 Cru-

cially this letter highlights not only the dissatisfaction 

with duties but also and more importantly how workers 

did not directly feel the benefits trickling down from 

the Budget that would alleviate the “burdens of the toil-

ers.” The inability to feel the benefits stemmed from the 

fact that welfare payments, especially pensions, did not 

monetize immediately; however, the tax on beer and 

tobacco had a direct negative immediately.   

Without doubt the public was not pleased with 

the increase; however, even worse for the Liberal Party, 

many believed this was not the most efficient way of 

taxation. For example the Sunday Times argued that 

reinstating the tax on tea and sugar on top of taxes on 

alcohol and tobacco would raise even more revenue.45 

However, tea and sugar were actually now exempted 

under the Budget because of a deeper reason behind 

these new taxes: moralism. The moralism driving the 

taxes is evident by the Prime Minister Herbert As-

quith’s widely known extreme views against liquor, but 

also Lloyd George’s parliamentary debates. For exam-

ple, Lloyd George defended not taxing tea because of 

its status as a necessity while beer was more of a luxury 

good. Importantly, this shows a degree of presupposi-

tion where tea was seen as essential while beer, as a 

“luxury” good, should not be consumed by the poor to 

begin with. 46 This sense of moralism is further evident 

the fact that liquor was seen by many, including the 

Prime Minister, as an unsophisticated drink at the root 

                                                        
44. Ben Tillet, “Is it Socialistic?” The Times, 

(May 24 1909):14.  

45. “The Budget,” The Sunday Times, (May 2 

1909),10. 

46. “Budget Debate,” The Financial Times, (May 

25 1909):8. 
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of Britain’s social troubles. Put differently, the moral-

ism from the tax was described by the Financial Times 

as having “an aspect of vindictive legislation against a 

particular class” whereby Lloyd George took on the 

role as a “moral censor” on top of being the “financial 

adviser to the nation.”47 As we will see later, this grow-

ing perception of a moralist (if not elite) party further 

exacerbated its ability to connect with the people.  

Although the new taxes on liquor and tobacco 

may have impeded the party’s ability to connect with 

the people, it did not weaken its support base for a few 

reasons. First, taxes on tea and sugar were removed at 

the same time, which strengthened the Liberal Party’s 

credentials as a party for free trade since tea and sugar 

were imported goods. More importantly, in supporting 

the idea of free trade, there were allegedly “loopholes” 

in the new taxes where Scottish pure malt whisky was 

subjected to the new levy while English and imported 

spirits were not. As a result, certain English business-

men may have reaped increased benefits at the expense 

of helping Scottish businessmen and barley farmers. 

Second, though businessmen who ran the affected in-

dustries might have been hit, the affected industries 

made up a small proportion of other British industries 

businessmen were involved in. Third, and most im-

portantly, the expected decrease in demand was actually 

not much because of the price inelasticity of demand 

for addicting products. In fact, based on interviews with 

tobacco companies by a Daily Mail journalist, compa-

nies believed decreases in consumption for smoking 

were temporary because smoking was addicting.48 First 

                                                        
47. “The Revolutionary Budget,” Financial Times 

(May 1 1909):1.  

48.“Budget and Tobacco,” Daily Mail, (May 4 

1909).       
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hand evidence is further provided by Lloyd George 

who, in a parliamentary debate after the Budget, 

claimed retail outlets faced no net losses because outlets 

already increased their prices to an extent where they 

continued to make the same amount despite a dip in 

demand.49 In other words, the increased prices did not 

quite harm businessmen to the extent to which the rhet-

oric suggests because of the price inelasticity of de-

mand for the products.  In all, this slew of taxes did not 

cause the Liberal Party to lose significant support from 

the business community; if anything, it may have even 

strengthened the party’s credentials within the commu-

nity. However, the working class was hit hard by the 

tax and took great offence against it. Importantly, this 

was also the most direct form of association for most 

workers between themselves and the Budget because 

these taxes were felt after every drink and smoke in 

contrast to receiving payments such as their pension in 

the future. In essence, the one area that workers directly 

felt from the Budget was also the area workers resented 

the most, leaving a legacy of dislike towards the Liberal 

Party in the following decade as more workers were 

gaining the right to vote.  

 

Conclusion 

 

By 1918, when the working class had the right 

to vote, the Liberal Party was “dead.” However, it was 

“dead” not because it lost its support base; rather it did 

not expand its support base to a broader British elec-

torate because of its focus on selling to businessmen.  

Tragically, the People’s Budget had the potential to 

propitiate the party to the working class through its 

                                                        
49.“Budget Debate,” The Financial Times, (May 

25 1909):8. 
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well-intentioned social welfare programs. But, its po-

tential was never realized and converted into votes. Not 

only did many aspects of the Budget come across as 

elitist, but Lloyd George focused too much on selling 

the Budget and his party to businessmen instead of 

campaigning to the working class. The Budget assault-

ed the working class by increasing taxes on alcohol and 

tobacco, further exacerbating the Liberal Party’s inabil-

ity to connect with the working class. As many news-

papers of the time voiced, the Budget offended too 

many classes of society except for the business com-

munity. In conclusion, the “People’s Budget” is quite a 

misnomer and misrepresentation; rather, the “Elite’s 

Budget” would be a more apposite adjective for a 

Budget that won and united the support of the busi-

nessmen.  
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Beauty, Blackness, and Politics: Representa-

tions of African-Americans in the Adver-

tisements of Ebony Magazine Through the 

1960s 

Shirin Kara 
 

Advertisements of the past can provide a rich 

foundation for retrospective analyses of the social, cul-

tural and political milieus of a specific community in a 

given time period.  In this way, an examination of the 

physical representations of African Americans in the 

advertisements of Ebony magazine through the tumul-

tuous 1960s elucidates the influence of race-based so-

cio-political movements on middle-class, mainstream, 

black political sensibilities and conceptions of ideal 

beauty. This paper will argue that the gradual broaden-

ing of the beauty ideal portrayed through the advertise-

ments of the decade, in conjunction with a subtly 

changing political message, suggest a shift in main-

stream black notions of both beauty and political ideol-

ogy, changing from narrow definitions of black beauty 

and assimilationist political goals to a somewhat broad-

er acceptance of physical diversity and a more cultural-

ly (rather than physically) integrationist approach.  

 Recent scholarship on the themes of beauty, 

blackness and politics is located in examining the sym-

bolism and trajectory of change found within construc-

tions of ideal African-American hair, chiefly focusing 

on the Afro in late 1960s and early 1970s. Many of 

these scholars devote attention to the influence of the 

Black Power Movement on the perceptions of hair in 

the black community as a whole, with superficial atten-

tion given to the politics of skin color in the 1960s. An-

other common focus of scholarship within this particu-

lar topic attempts to analyze and explain the general 
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development of a white beauty aesthetic within the 

black American community.  Much less historiography 

was found dealing with the black beauty ideal as por-

trayed in advertisements specifically (tending instead to 

examine texts, photographs and personal writing), and 

even less focusing on the change in the nature of the 

advertisements through the 1960s (especially in the 

context of both the Civil Rights Movement, as well as 

Black Power).  Therefore, this paper attempts to partial-

ly address this void in scholarship by examining the 

extent of change specifically within the advertisements 

of Ebony magazine, and how the beauty ideal promoted 

within them provides insight into fluctuations in main-

stream ideas during a period that witnessed the devel-

opment of more radical movements in black politics.  

Prior to discussing the advertisements of Ebony 

magazine in particular, it is necessary to contextualize 

the values of the African-American middle class, as 

well as highlight the nature of the advertising in Ebony. 

Generally, the privileging of lighter skin and straighter 

hair has been deeply rooted within the black communi-

ty,1 a “pigmentocracy”2 greatly shaped and influenced 

during the Antebellum era, as well as during segrega-

tion. During slavery and post-emancipation, black peo-

ple with a more European aesthetic commonly received 

better socio-economic privileges and benefits than their 

                                                        
1. Margo Okazawa-Rey, Tracy Robinson and 

Janie Victoria Ward, “Black Women and the Politics of 

Skin Color and Hair,” Women’s Studies Quarterly 14, 

no.1/2 (1986): 13  

2. Craig, Maxine Leeds, Ain’t I a Beauty Queen?: 

Black Women, Beauty, and the Politics of Race (Ox-

ford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 56.  
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darker-skinned brethren,3 essentially granting them in-

creased social mobility and allowing “skin color [to] 

serve […] as a foundation for the emerging black mid-

dle class.”4  Although by the 1960s socio-economic sta-

tus in the black community was determined more by a 

person’s occupation and level of education, the deeply 

rooted notions of the pigmentocracy continued to per-

sist.5  This intraracial hierarchy resulted in a general 

valuing of lighter skin, straight hair and European facial 

features, an aesthetic reinforced by “conventional insti-

tutions that upheld middle class propriety,” 6  such as 

Ebony - a magazine directed towards a mainstream, 

middle-class black readership.7 In this way, the ideals 

and representations presented in Ebony advertisements 

from 1960-1969 can be construed to be reflections of 

the ideals and values of the black middle class during 

the 1960s, as they were the target demographic.  

This relationship of the advertisements as impli-

cations of middle class sensibilities is further accentuat-

ed by white corporations’ use of black advertising con-

sultants leading up to the 1960s.8 In hiring black con-

sultants, white corporations would be able to receive 

feedback on how to market their products to the black 

                                                        
3. Okazawa-Rey et. al, Black Women, 13; Martina 

Sklenská, “African-American Identity as Depicted in 

Skin Whitening Advertisements,” (Bachelor Thesis, 

Thomas Bata University, 2012), 13. 

4. Okazawa-Rey et. al, Black Women, 13. 

5. Ibid., 14.  

6. Craig, Ain’t I a Beauty Queen?, 57.  

7. Ibid., 57. 

8. Robert E. Weems, Jr., “The Revolution Will be 

Marketed: American Corporations and Black Consum-

ers during the 1960s,” Radical History Review 1994, 

no. 59 (1994): 99. 
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middle class by people who were members of this class 

themselves, and were thus aware of the values, insecuri-

ties, and ideals that were prevalent within their commu-

nity. This is not to imply that these values, insecurities, 

and ideals were uniform across the black middle class, 

but rather that white corporations were able to use the 

insights of black consultants to make generalizing 

judgments about their target demographic. One such 

consultant was John. H. Johnson (the founder and pub-

lisher of Ebony), 9  which suggests that the advertise-

ments appearing in Ebony magazine were specifically 

tailored to match trends in the sentiments and convic-

tions of the readership, so that the ads were actually in-

fluenced by prevalent values of the black middle class, 

rather than vice versa. Robert E. Weems, Jr. suggests 

that as the beauty ideal and political goals of the black 

middle class began to change through the 1960s, the 

nature of advertising also underwent alteration, to con-

tinue to appeal to a specific (middle class black) reader-

ship10 This correlation is readily evident within the ad-

vertisements examined, as changes in rhetoric and the 

introduction of new products began to appear only once 

nascent ideas about black politics and black beauty be-

came more mainstream and accepted by the middle 

class. 

                                                        
9. Ibid., 99.  

10. Ibid., 103. 
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The advertisements of 

the early 1960s in Ebony, that 

is, from 1960 to around 1963, 

promote a very narrow and 

specific beauty ideal, con-

tinuing to uphold the favored 

white aesthetic of the 1940s 

and 1950s.  This particular 

image of black beauty is re-

peatedly underscored through 

the types of models used and 

certain specific products ad-

vertised. A large majority of 

the African-American models 

(both males and females) 

range from having extremely 

light to medium-light skin, pro-

cessed hair (either straightened 

or chemically curled) and Euro-

pean facial features (thinner lips 

and narrower noses), to the ex-

tent that at times differentiating 

a black model from a white 

model is problematic. 11   As 

well, the advertisements of the 

early 1960s frequently employ 

white models (a feature which decreases noticeably 

throughout the decade).12   

                                                        
11. See Figures 1 and 2 for examples. Also see: 

Ebony - January 1960, p. 100; January 1960, p. 109; 

March 1960, p. 156; December 1961, p. 102; August 

1962, p. 102. 

12. See: Ebony – January 1960, p. 58; January 

1960, p. 84; March 1960, p. 25; February 1961, p. 54; 

June 1961, p. 20; October 1961, p. 84; December 1961, 

Figures 1 (above) and 2 

(below): Examples of the 

early 1960s aesthetic. 
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This extremely limited vision of beauty is 

strongly accentuated by the ads that use celebrities or 

famous people to endorse their products, as these fig-

ures’ appearances often do not fall neatly into the nar-

rowly constructed ideal, juxtaposing the ideal with 

more realistic depictions of African Americans.13  For 

instance, a Tareyton cigarettes advertisement (figure 3) 

uses athlete Willie Mays, who has a darker complexion 

and a broader nose and lips, to recommend their prod-

uct.14 This departure from the extremely prominent and 

strongly advocated representation of beauty present in 

the other ads implies that celebrities did not have to ful-

ly comply with this archetype, as they were being ideal-

ized not for their appearance, but rather for their status 

and fame, which were then used to sell the product.  

However, it is necessary to note that celebrities endors-

ing beauty products, as opposed to commodities such as 

cigarettes or rice, do uphold the white beauty aesthet-

ic.15 In this way, the celebrities who endorse non-beauty 

products provide a useful juxtaposition in appearance 

(as many do not sport the white beauty aesthetic) to the 

generally uniform appearance of the other models, 

thereby further highlighting the 

lack of diversity present in 

beauty ads.  

To further perpetuate 

this beauty ideal, advertise-

                                                                                                        
p. 145; April 1962, p. 66; September 1962, p. 3; Janu-

ary 1963, p. 99. 

13. See: Ebony – Mary 1960, p. 27; December 

1960, p. 98; February 1961, p. 55; March 1962, p. 29; 

April 1962, p. 37. 

14. Ebony, March 1962, p. 29. 

15. See: Ebony - February 1961, p. 48; August 

1962, p. 107.  
Figure 3: An example of an 

early 1960s bleaching cream ad, 

highlighting the female beauty 

ideal. 
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ments for bleaching creams and hair solutions (to 

straighten or relax natural African-American hair) are 

extremely pervasive.  These products are targeted to-

wards both males and females (and sometimes to chil-

dren as well),16 but tend to focus more on attracting fe-

male consumers.  The rhetoric used in these beauty ad-

vertisements repeatedly devalues darker skin and natu-

ral African-American hair, again emphasizing the ideal-

ization of a whiter, European notion of beauty. The hair 

products promise to make hair longer, silkier, softer, 

and straighter,17 while explicitly referring to natural hair 

as “undesirable”18 and “embarrassing”19 and highlight-

ing it as inconvenient20 and inadequate.21   Moreover, 

straighter or processed hair is often suggested to be a 

precondition for romantic success (for both males and 

females),22 as well as for economic success (mostly for 

males).23  

Similarly, the advertisements for skin creams 

very blatantly equate darker skin with undesirability, 

                                                        
16. See: Ebony – March 1960, p. 93; October 

1960, p. 111; March 1962, p. 107; July 1963, p. 129.  

17. See: Ebony – January 1960, p. 28; January 

1960, p. 63; March 1962, p. 70; April 1962, p. 86. 

18. Ebony, January 1960, 73.  

19. Ebony, September 1962, 12.  

20. See: Ebony – March 1960, p. 130; December 

1960, p. 96; March 1962, p. 70. 

21. See: Ebony -  January 1960, p. 63 (“too 

curly”); July 1960, p. 133 (“over curly”); April 1961, p. 

62 (“unruly”); June 1961, p. 97 (“short and measly”); 

April 1962, p. 122 (“I envied women with beautiful 

long hair”); September 1962, p. 10.  

22. See: Ebony – October 1960, p. 47; September 

1962, p. 121. 

23. See: Ebony Feb 1963 pg 42  
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through statements such as “The prettiest ‘Valentines’ 

have lighter, brighter skin,”24 and “Don’t let a dull, dark 

complexion deprive you of popularity.”25  Conversely, 

lighter skin is explicitly linked with overall success, 

both romantically and otherwise,26  through extremely 

common assertions like “wonderful things happen when 

your complexion is […] light”27 and “He never gave me 

a second look … till Nadinola gave me a new look!”28  

Thus, through the products promoted for both skin and 

hair, in addition to the lack of variation in the models 

used, the advertisements of the early 1960s in Ebony 

highlight a very constrictive beauty ideal that did not 

acknowledge the diversity in skin tone, hair texture, and 

facial features across the African-American community. 

Since Ebony catered to a primarily middle class reader-

ship, the beauty standard espoused in the advertise-

ments of the early 1960s imply that the notions and val-

ues held about appearance and beauty by the black 

middle class may have paralleled those emphasized in 

the magazine. 

Although the “Europeanized” image of black 

beauty endorsed by Ebony in the early 1960s witnessed 

continuity with the beauty ideal of the black middle 

class prior to the decade, this particular archetype argu-

ably corresponded with the goals and aspirations of the 

early Civil Rights Movement (CRM), so it is possible 

that the central political movement of the time period 

was actually reinforced, rather than undermined, by this 

typically “white” vision of black beauty. In the early 

1960s, the ideological goals of the CRM were based 

                                                        
24. Ebony, February 1961, 72. 

25. Ebony, May 1960, 24.  

26. Sklenská, African-American Identity, 21.  

27. Ebony, August 1961, 17.  

28. Ebony, June 1961, 10. 
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upon achieving desegregation and integrating black 

Americans into existing white social institutions,29 part-

ly through the promotion of a specific, “respectful” im-

age.30  Thus, the general attitude favored assimilation 

into white society31 (rather than a mutual convergence 

of two separate spheres of society), so it is possible that 

many non-radical African Americans felt that the ideal 

appearance was one that imitated white standards of 

beauty.   

With assimilation as a goal, and image a crucial 

component of the movement,32 it seems fitting that Af-

rican Americans would continue to uphold the deeply 

rooted white aesthetic of generations past, in order to 

promote themselves and the CRM as respectable - not 

radical (both politically and in appearance)  - members 

of society and deemphasize physical difference between 

the racial groups. Susannah Walker argues that, by em-

bracing a more “white” aesthetic, proponents of the 

CRM gained increased sympathy from white observ-

ers.33  Moreover, the aforementioned historical associa-

tion of lighter skin with a higher socio-economic status 

could have been an influence in the desired image of 

the CRM, as lighter skin “promised a better life, poten-

tial assimilation and acceptability,” 34  – ideals which 

corresponded with some of the goals of the CRM.  In 

                                                        
29. Susannah Walker, Style & Status: Selling 

Beauty to African American Women, 1920-1975 (Lex-

ington: University Press of Kentucky, 2007), 171; Ko-

bena Mercer, “Black Hair/Style Politics.” New For-

mations, no. 3 (Winter 1987), 39.  

30. Walker, Style & Status, 170. 

31. Weems, The Revolution, 103.  

32. Walker, Style & Status, 145. 

33. Ibid., 146. 

34. Sklenská, African-American Identity, 13.  
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this way, this desired aesthetic suggests that as the early 

CRM attempted not to overthrow, but rather integrate 

into, the existing social framework, African Americans 

attempted the same goal through the constructed notion 

of the ideal beauty of the straight-haired, lighter-

skinned black American, as it facilitated the Civil 

Rights cause. However, it is possible that the promotion 

of the white beauty aes-

thetic is not solely at-

tributed to its role in the 

ideological goals of the 

CRM. Although there 

was a certain linking of 

female hair and beauty 

with civil rights and 

integration, 35  female 

hair had long been an 

area of immense signif-

icance in the African-

American community. 

Notions of beauty and 

femininity rested on having straight hair,36 so that in 

order for a black woman to be recognized and respected 

within her own community, she needed to process her 

hair.37  Therefore, straight hair was deeply valued in the 

community long before the beginning of the CRM, so 

that although the CRM desired to portray an image of 

conformity with the white community, it was not that a 

                                                        
35. Walker, Style & Status, 144. 

36. Ibid., 147. 

37. Ibid., 143. 
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new beauty ideal formed as a result of the goals of the 

CRM; rather, the beauty ideal that was already present 

was merely reinforced.  

Nonetheless, as it was a significant socio-

political movement of the time period, the assimilation-

ist-integrationist goals of the early CRM significantly 

influenced the black beauty culture industry,38 which is 

readily evident through the ads in Ebony at the time. 

The specific products advertised, such as hair relaxers 

and bleaching creams (as discussed previously), were 

explicitly “products that were designed to assist blacks 

in their efforts to conform to prevailing standards of 

beauty.” 39  In his journal publication analyzing white 

corporations’ marketing tactics towards black consum-

ers in the 1960s, Weems asserts that this can be at-

tributed to the fact that corporations and advertisers 

capitalized on the implication that “African Americans 

were preoccupied with trying to assimilate into main-

stream U.S. society.”40   Furthermore, the goals of as-

similation and integration are visible in other, non-

beauty ads of the early 

1960s, which frequently 

feature both white and 

black models enjoying a 

certain commodity or 

product, such as a car or alcoholic beverages.41 These 

types of ads generally carry anti-segregationist under-

                                                        
38. Ibid., 153. 

39. Karen Bowers Brown, “SOULED OUT: Eb-

ony Magazine in an Age of Black Power, 1965-1975” 

(PhD diss., Howard University, 2010), 166, ProQuest 

(UMI 3402748). 

40. Weems, The Revolution, 103.  

41. See: Ebony – May 1960, p. 109; November 

1962, p. 134.  

Figure 4: Example of an early 

1960s integrationist ad, featur-

ing a black woman and a white 

man. 
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tones, but still promote a very narrow beauty ideal, as 

the African-American models regularly sport the white 

beauty aesthetic, looking very similar to the white mod-

els in the ad.42 Thus, through advocating integration and 

an assimilatory or conformist appearance to that of 

white society, both the beauty and non-beauty ads pre-

sent in Ebony in the early 1960s suggest that the middle 

class readership’s socio-political tendencies often lay 

with those of the CRM and its corresponding “white” 

beauty ideal.  

As the decade progressed and new socio-political 

movements such as Black Power began to garner in-

creased attention, the most noticeable changes in both 

the beauty ideal and the corresponding political mes-

sage occurred in the late 1960s (defined here as mainly 

1968 and 1969).  Within these two years, the adver-

tisements found in Ebony transmit a much more ex-

panded beauty ideal than the one witnessed in the early 

1960s.  In fact, the extending of this ideal is perceptible 

even over this short two-year period, as the ideal aes-

thetic of the advertisements from the end of 1969 is 

more diverse than even the ones at the beginning of 

1968.  If the images promoted in the magazine ads are 

taken to be reflections of 1960s black middle class val-

ues and ideals - based upon the target readership and 

the mainstream, middle class status of the magazine - 

then the relatively rapid change and expansion of the 

beauty ideal suggests an equally swift and parallel shift 

in middle-class conceptions of black beauty around 

1968 to 1969.  This new extended vision of ideal beauty 

is once again implied through the choice of models, the 

types of products promoted and the political messages 

of some of the ads.  The ads of the final two years of 

the decade witness increased diversity of skin color for 

                                                        
42. See Figure 4 for example.  
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both male and female models, so that many more medi-

um and darker-skinned individuals are used to promote 

products; nonetheless, it is important to note the ex-

tremely rare occurrence of very-dark skinned models,43 

and the continued prevalence of more European facial 

features.  This shift implies more of a broadening of 

ideals of beauty, rather than a switch from one ideal to 

another, as lighter-skinned models remain visible, but 

are no longer the sole representations of African-

American beauty. Although advertisements for bleach-

ing creams do persist in 1968 and 1969, they are re-

markably decreased,44 and do not feature the negative 

rhetoric aimed at devaluing darker skin common in 

their counterparts of the early 1960s.45  Instead, the lan-

guage used is much more implicit, focusing almost ex-

clusively on the cream’s ability to soften and smooth 

skin or remove blemishes, age spots, and oil, rather than 

the purpose of actually lightening the skin.46 Therefore, 

                                                        
43. See: Ebony – December 1969 p. 163. 

44. Bleaching cream advertisements in the issues 

examined range from 4 – 10 ads per issues in the early 

1960s to 0 - 5 ads per issue in 1969. 

45. Sklenská, African-American Identity, 30. 

46. See: Ebony – August 1968, p. 37; February 

1969, p. 34; February 1969, p. 76; February 1969, p. 

94. 
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despite the (generally less 

frequent) occurrence of skin 

bleaching ads in Ebony in 

1968 and 1969, the overall 

presence of models with 

more diverse skin tones (in-

cluding darker tones) in 

many ads, as well as the 

changed language of the 

bleaching cream ads suggest 

that less importance was be-

ing placed on lighter skin, 

and that darker skin was in-

creasingly gaining ac-

ceptance within the black 

middle class. With regards to 

the texture of hair present in 

the ads of 1968 and 1969, 

male models almost exclu-

sively sport short, unpro-

cessed hair or Afros, while 

female models frequently 

wear both straightened hair as well as Afros. In this 

way, the male ideal (in terms of hair) actually under-

went a complete transformation, while ideal female hair 

experienced an expansion to include increased diversi-

ty, similar to the changes in representations of skin col-

or.  However, as Walker asserts, this broadening (rather 

than an exclusive shift) in notions of ideal female hair 

can be attributed to the heightened significance of fe-

male hair in the black community,47 as well as the con-

troversy surrounding the female Afro (especially in the 

mid-1960s) as a result of its connotations to a rejection 

of traditional femininity (equated with long and silky 

                                                        
47. Walker, Style & Status, 168. 
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hair). 48  Thus, this contrast between the degree of 

change witnessed in representations of male and female 

hair in the advertisements suggests that the female ideal 

was generally more rigid than its male counterpart, so 

that any change in long-held notions of female beauty 

took longer to gain acceptance into the mainstream.  

                                                        
48. Ibid., 181. 
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An important change in 

the manner of advertising prod-

ucts in 1968 and 1969 as op-

posed to the advertisements of 

the early 1960s is continually 

that of a message of choice, 

specifically for female consum-

ers.49  That is, through the pro-

motion of a broader beauty ide-

al and increased diversity, the 

advertisements of the late 1960s 

do not promote one specific 

look (as they did with such the 

straight-haired and lighter-

skinned aesthetic of the early 

1960s) but rather suggest that it 

is acceptable to choose to wear 

one’s hair straight or in an Afro.  

For instance, during these two 

years, advertisements for products to maintain an Afro 

are equally prevalent as straightening pomades and 

commonly appear next to one another.50 Similarly, both 

straight and Afro wigs are offered for women who do 

not wish to make a long-term decision and would in-

stead like to vary their hair more often.51 This notion of 

choice is further conveyed through the rhetoric of cer-

tain ads, with taglines such as “Natural or Straight? 

Color it black, baby, but by all means color it,”52 or “If 

                                                        
49. Ibid., 186, 189.  

50. See: Ebony  - February 1969, p. 40; Septem-

ber 1969, p. 102. 

51. See: Ebony  - February 1969, p. 55; April 

1969, p. 86; July 1969, p. 57; See also: Walker, Style & 

Status, 201.  

52. Ebony, April 1969, 28. 

Figure 6: A Posner-Bergamot hair 

product ad, emphasizing the concept 

of “choice” for female consumers. 
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you like your hair straight … play it straight”53 (empha-

sis added), which seem to posit that either way of wear-

ing hair is acceptable.  In this way, the increased diver-

sity present in the advertisements promotes a “broader 

and more realistic range of looks [for black women] to 

choose from.”54  Overall, the advertisements of 1968 

and 1969 seem to espouse a wider definition of ideal 

beauty than those of the early 1960s, implying a gradual 

broadening of these notions within the black middle 

class through the decade.  This change ultimately sug-

gests that representations of African Americans that 

were considered unacceptable and taboo earlier in the 

decade had essentially become more recognized and 

mainstream.  

In a similar vein as the early 1960s “white” aes-

thetic and its relationship to the prominent CRM of the 

period, it is possible that the values and ideals promoted 

in the penultimate and final years of the decade were 

also influenced by the newer socio-political ideologies 

of the Black Power Movement (BPM) and “Black is 

Beautiful,” while simultaneously retaining some of the 

values of the CRM.  Although the Afro emerged as a 

more prominent, political hairstyle in the mid 1960s in 

conjunction with the more extreme and militant ideolo-

gies of Black Power and Black Nationalism, it is not 

included in the ads in Ebony until quite a few years af-

ter its increased visibility.  In the mid 1960s, the Afro 

carried not only extremely radical political connotations 

- as it represented Black Power, a very “hardline defini-

tion of blackness and liberation politics”55 - but was 

                                                        
53. Ebony, September 1968, 42.  

54. Walker, Style & Status, 171. 

55. Monita Kaye Bell, “Getting Hair ‘Fixed’: 

Black Power, Transvaluation, and Hair Politics,” (Mas-

ters diss., Auburn University, 2008), 4. 
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also associated with a significant amount of social con-

troversy, due to its challenging of the very pervasive 

white beauty aesthetic and constructions of feminini-

ty.56 Thus, the hairstyle itself was not at all mainstream 

(in fact, it was quite a source of tension within the black 

community)57 and was seen as a “challenge to main-

stream middle-class black mores,”58 which may explain 

why it did not appear in any ads in Ebony in the mid 

1960s.  The Afro’s notable absence was due to the fact 

that the beauty culture industry viewed the style less as 

a viable new option, and more as an anomaly that was 

worn only by eccentrics and radicals; the beauty indus-

try thus ignored the “trend” altogether during the mid 

1960s.59  Furthermore, the Afro was associated strongly 

with the nascent ideology of “Black is Beautiful,” 

which promoted the embracing of African-American 

beauty in darker-skin and natural hair. However, due to 

the extreme importance and value placed on the 

straight-haired ideal, this new movement was quite 

slow to influence the beauty industry,60 offering yet an-

other reason for the later emergence of darker skin and 

Afros in the advertising seen in Ebony.   

                                                        
56. Ibid., 5. 

57. Ibid., 16. 

58. Walker, Style & Status, 181,  

59. Ibid., 183.  

60. Walker, Style & Status, 167.  
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As the decade progressed, the Afro gradually 

became more popular, until by the end of the 1960s, the 

hairstyle was so mainstream61 and accepted, that it had 

essentially been severed from its association to Black 

Power; it did, however, maintain links to the “Black is 

Beautiful” movement.62  Although mainstream middle-

class blacks continued to support the politics of integra-

tion and Civil Rights over separatism, violence and 

Black Nationalism even 

at the end of the decade, 

the cultural dimension 

of the BPM – its aes-

thetics and beauty ide-

ology63 – enjoyed much 

more support. 64  There-

fore, as the black mid-

dle-class’ sensibilities 

began to accept new 

ideologies such as 

“Black is Beautiful,” 

and the socio-cultural 

dimensions of the BPM, 

it became necessary for 

corporations to change 

the rhetoric and manner 

of advertising to incor-

porate and acknowledge 

this socio-political 

shift.65 

                                                        
61. Bell, Getting Hair, 25. 

62. Walker, Style & Status, 202. 

63. Ibid., 173, 184. 

64. Ibid., 184. 

65. Weems, The Revolution, 103. 

Figure 7: A late 1960s “culturally inte-

grationist” ad. 
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Accordingly, the image and message of the ad-

vertisements in Ebony during 1968 and 1969 suggest a 

shift from the early 1960s’ fully assimilationist, physi-

cal integration political goal of the middle class (in con-

junction with the CRM), to a more “culturally integra-

tionist” goal, combining the more moderate politics of 

the CRM with the beauty aesthetic and black pride of 

the BPM.66  I use the term “cultural integration” here to 

depict a conception of integration that endorses integra-

tion due to the cultural similarities of both black and 

white communities – in the sense of a shared American, 

capitalist culture, with the same commercial and politi-

cal values – while accepting a more diverse physical 

aesthetic and not solely assimilating into white beauty 

standards.  This possible shift in middle class percep-

tions and embracing of black pride can be seen through 

the aforementioned skin-tone and hair-texture variation 

of the models, and the implication of “choice” given by 

many of the hair-product ads, as well as the perceptible 

decrease in the use of white models.  Additionally, the 

influence of Black Power and the Afro’s focus on “nat-

uralness” is visible in the rhetoric used in many beauty 

product ads, through phrases such as “for fairer, clearer, 

natural-looking loveliness,”67 “beauty must be natural 

looking,”68 and “bring out the hidden beauty that is nat-

urally you!”69  

  Nonetheless, this new cultural integration phi-

losophy is most notable in the change witnessed within 

the integrationist ads of previous years (from the early 

to the later 1960s). Positing a similar premise to the ads 

of the early 60s, the new integrationist ads of 1969 still 

                                                        
66. See Walker, Style & Status, 173.  

67. Ebony, January 1969, 100. 

68. Ebony, February 1968, 109. 

69. Ebony, February 1968, 82.  
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feature both black and white models enjoying commod-

ities like alcohol and cars, but the black models often 

do not physically resemble the white models; instead, 

they embrace a more black aesthetic with Afros and 

darker skin.70  This is explicit in a January 1968 Scotch 

ad (figure 7), which depicts many white and black 

models laughing and drinking together, but neither of 

the black models espouse the white beauty ideal, 71 

highlighting the continuing integrationist tone, with a 

new “Black is Beautiful” twist.   

Although these culturally integrationist ads 

could be problematized by the Afro’s association with 

Black Power and racial separatism instead of integra-

tion, arguably the Afro’s symbolic trajectory over the 

course of the decade allowed it to be used in support of 

a new philosophy that may have been in contradiction 

to the original values of Black Power.  In other words, 

the Afro’s loss of symbolic attachment to Black Power 

politics while still retaining a cultural connotation to 

“Black is Beautiful” (in addition to its de-radicalization 

and induction into the mainstream)72 meant that it no 

longer represented separatism, instead advocating a 

more moderate ideology of integration combined with 

black pride.  

Although the most striking and noticeable trans-

formations in the beauty ideal and political message 

promoted by the advertisements in Ebony occurred very 

late in the decade (around 1968 and 1969), certain mi-

nor and gradual changes are apparent from around 1963 

                                                        
70. See Figure 7 for example. Also see: Ebony – 

January 1969, p. 39; February 1969, p. 5; July 1969; p. 

55; December 1969, p. 21.  

71. Ebony, January 1969, 18.  

72. Walker, Style & Status, 200; Bell, Getting 

Hair, 25. 
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to the end of 1967.  As such, these small changes pro-

vide some insight into the more implicit and subtle im-

pact of the values of the BPM on the representations of 

African Americans during the years 1963 to 1967.  The 

same white aesthetic of the early 1960s continues to 

persist through these years, along with the ubiquity of 

ads for hair and skin products; the bleaching creams 

nonetheless do decline slightly by 1967. In comparison 

to the early 1960s, the language of advertisements for 

both hair pomades/relaxers and bleaching creams be-

comes much less direct, often using vague descriptions 

and euphemisms to describe the product.  In fact, many 

of these ads do not even directly state that they are 

meant to straighten or bleach anywhere in the ad, while 

the ones that do, tend not to put this in the smaller-print 

description box rather than the title or catchphrase.73  

For instance, bleaching cream ads frequently use the 

euphemistic “brighten” instead of “lighten” to promote 

their product, vaguely branded with names such as 

“skin tone creams”, “beauty bars” and “skin success 

creams,” while hair product ads promise to make hair 

“smoother” and “softer”, not “straighter”, while innoc-

uously calling themselves “scalp conditioners.”74 

This change in rhetoric can possibly be attribut-

ed to the implicit influence of Black Power ideologies 

                                                        
73. See: Ebony: August 1963, October 1963, Au-

gust 1964, Oct 1965, March 1966. 

74. Examples of “brighten” vs. “lighten: Ebony – 

July 1968, p. 163; March 1968, p. 62, March 1968, p. 

154; “skin tone creams”: Ebony, February 1965, 69; 

“beauty bar”: Ebony, February 1967, 24; “skin success 

cream”: Ebony, February 1967, 69; “smoother”: Ebony, 

March 1966, 61; “softer”: Ebony, March 1966, 121; 

“scalp conditioners”: Ebony – September 1968, p. 100; 

August 1968, p. 154; March 1968, p. 154. 
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about nationalism, which viewed straight hair and skin 

lightening procedures as a desire to be white, thus con-

structing people who used them as accepting racial op-

pression and lacking in race consciousness – a sort of 

disavowal of their race.75  Possibly, then, the embedded 

language in the ads connotes a sense of shame or taboo 

associated with these products during the mid 1960s, 

thus presenting them in a more euphemized manner. It 

is important to note that this type of rhetoric continues 

in 1968 and 1969, but to a much lesser extent, which 

could be explained by the fact that as the Afro’s links to 

the BPM began to dissolve, it also meant “straightened 

hair no longer necessarily signified a colonized mentali-

ty.”76 Other changes in the advertisements of 1963 to 

1967 that suggest an implicit influence of the BPM are 

a significant reduction in the number of white models 

used, as well as the introduction of cosmetics directed 

at females with darker skin tones,77 such as in figure 8, 

although the models advertising these new products are 

almost invariably light skinned.  Generally, from 1963 

to 1967, the advertisements in Ebony still espoused a 

narrow beauty ideal with a continued political message 

of integration and assimilation – in conjunction with the 

ads of the early 1960s - but the tone underwent minor 

changes, suggesting a more hidden influence of the new 

socio-political rhetoric of Black Power.  Therefore, 

these minor changes indicate that although the main-

stream middle class may not have accepted the explicit 

political goals of the BPM, the movement’s socio-

cultural ideologies did have a small influence on their 

mindset and values in the mid 1960s. 

                                                        
75. Bell, Getting Hair, 16. 

76. Ibid., 30.  

77. See: Ebony – January 1966, p. 21; April 1966, 

p. 21; July 1966, p. 17.  
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Overall, between the years 1960 and 1969, the 

representations of African Americans in the advertise-

ments of Ebony magazine shifted from a very narrow, 

white-centric beauty ideal in association with a political 

message of assimilation to a widened, more diverse, 

notion of ideal beauty in connection to a political ideol-

ogy supporting “cultural integration” over physical as-

similation.  This shift in the manner of advertising sug-

gests a parallel change in the values and ideals of the 

black middle class, due to the impact of the socio-

political goals and ideology of the Civil Rights Move-

ment, as well as the cultural and aesthetic elements of 

“Black is Beautiful” and black pride, both associated 

with the Black Power Movement.  In this way, the ex-

amination of both the message espoused in the adver-

tisements through the decade, as well as the socio-

political context of the period provides insight into the 

immense impact of these race-based political move-

ments and social instability on middle class black mate-

rial culture, self-conception and social standards and 

ideals. 

  

Figure 8: A cosmetics ad targeting women with “dark” skin. 
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